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genetically compromised or injured terminal cells activate hypertrophy and branching in a neighboring stalk
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“It wasn't the New World that mattered...Columbus died almost without seeing it; and not really 
knowing what he had discovered. It's life that matters, nothing but life — the process of 
discovering, the everlasting and perpetual process, not the discovery itself, at all.”  
― Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Idiot 
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ABSTRACT 
 
COMPENSATORY BRANCHING MORPHOGENESIS IN THE DROSOPHILA TRACHEAL SYSTEM 
Deanne Francis 
Amin Ghabrial 
Most organs and glands are composed of interconnected networks of tubes. Tubes carryout many 
important functions throughout the body, such as homeostasis, nutrient and oxygen transport. 
Surprisingly, given the importance of interconnected tubular networks, how connections between 
different tubes are maintained remains undetermined. To address this question we used the 
Drosophila tracheal system as a model to study tube connectivity. The Drosophila trachea is 
composed of multi-cellular, auto-cellular and seamless tubes. Multi-cellular tubes are composed 
of multiple interconnected cells, auto-cellular tubes form by wrapping and membrane self-
adhesion, while seamless tubes form entirely intracellularly. In all epithelial tube types, the cell 
apical domain faces the lumen.  
In this work, I focused on the connection between the auto-cellular tube in the stalk cell 
and the seamless tube in the highly branched terminal cell. Taking a forward genetic approach, I 
analyzed three mutants that perturb connectivity: oak gall (okg), conjoined (cnj) and disjointed 
(dsj). The connectivity defects resulted from branching and invasion of WT stalk cells into 
mutant terminal cells. To determine the mechanisms that induce branching of WT stalk cells we 
mapped the mutations. We found that okg and cnj encode two vATPase subunits and dsj encodes 
an Archease. Terminal cells deficient for vATPase activity mis-localize apical proteins and stall 
apical membrane growth, which stimulates compensatory stalk cell hypertrophy and branching. 
While dsj, okg and cnj terminal cells shared terminal cell pruning defects were genetically 
downstream of the Target of Rapamycin (Tor) pathway, the compensatory branching of WT stalk 
cells adjacent to dsj terminal cell was independent of apical polarity. Additionally, we found that 
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terminal cell injury induced adjacent stalk cell compensatory branching and stalk cells next to 
injured and genetically compromised terminal cells activate Jun Kinase and endoreplicate during 
invasion. Finally, inactivation of the Hippo growth pathway in stalk cells is sufficient to induce 
hypertrophy and branching. We conclude that genetically compromised or injured terminal cells 
activate hypertrophy and branching in a neighboring stalk cell. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  
 
Epithelial and endothelial tubes are essential for the proper function of organs and glands in 
complex organisms. Organs and glands use tubular networks for transporting essential nutrients 
throughout the body, to mediate gas-exchange, and to maintain homeostasis(Strilić et al., 2010). 
Tubular networks are composed of multiple types of tubes that connect to each-other for proper 
function. Historically, vascular tubes were the first to be comprehensively annotated in humans, 
in the 1702 observations of John Evelyn accompanied by carefully drawn figures by William 
Cowper (Evelyn and Cowper, 1702). Since then, several epithelial and endothelial tubulopathies 
have been identified in humans.  
Many of these diseases are associated with changes in tube shape and connectivity, such 
as dilation and leakage. Abnormal dilations in kidney epithelial tubes are hallmarks of polycystic 
kidney diseases (PKD). (Paul and Vanden Heuvel, 2014). Patients with cerebral cavernous 
malformations (CCM) present dilated capillaries of the central nervous system. These dilations 
are accompanied by endothelial leakage due to the instability of junction proteins between cells 
(Fischer et al., 2013). In the bowel, intussusceptions are a common pediatric disorder where one 
intestinal segment folds in on itself to create a non-uniformly shaped tube that disrupts function 
(Ein and Stephens, 1971).  
Understanding the molecular mechanisms that govern tube form, shape and integrity can help 
develop better diagnosis and therapies for various tube pathologies.  
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TUBULOGENESIS  
 
A unifying factor among all epithelial tubes is that the apical domain of the cells faces the lumen 
and adherens and tight junctions connect cells together(Iruela-Arispe and Beitel, 2013; Lubarsky 
and Krasnow, 2003). Tube formation employs a striking number of mechanisms (Fig. 1 A-F). 
There are, however, common aspects that are shared during tube formation: generation of a 
cylindrical shape, creation of a hollow space between or within cells, and interconnection with 
tubes of different calibers(Andrew and Ewald, 2010; Iruela-Arispe and Beitel, 2013; Lubarsky 
and Krasnow, 2003).   
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Figure 1: Different mechanisms of tube formation. Epithelial cell nuclei (red), tip cells (green), 
the lumen (Blue) and tube (light grey) are schematized. (A) Budding: A group of cells invaginates 
into surrounding tissue. During the invagination, collective cell migration elongates a lumen 
inward and perpendicular to the parental tissue or tube. (B) Wrapping: A group of cells curves 
away from the surface of the tissue of origin. The cells on either side of this curved structure will 
eventually meet to form a hollow tube that is parallel to the tissue of origin. Unicellular tubes can 
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be created when two sides of a single cell membrane wrap and form a self- junction created a 
seam along its length. (C) Intussusception: A single tube is split into two separate tubes through 
the formation of a bridge between the opposite ends of the tube (Burri et al., 2004; Mentzer and 
Konerding, 2014).(D)  Cavitation: Cells are removed from the middle of a cylindrically shaped 
tissue through apoptosis.  (E) cord hollowing: Junctional re-arrangement and mutual repulsion 
between cell apical membranes opens a tube between cells.  (F) cell hollowing: Vesicles coalesce 
within a single cell to form a tube.  
EPITHELIAL TUBE TYPES 
 
Organs and glands form three types of epithelial tubes, the multi-cellular, auto-cellular 
and seamless tubes.  The most common epithelial tube found throughout the animal kingdom is 
the multi-cellular tube, composed of multiple cells that are polarized and interconnected through 
adherens and septate junctions, the mammalian equivalent of tight junctions. Multi-cellular tubes 
can form through diverse mechanisms: Budding, wrapping, intussusception, cavitation, and cord 
hollowing (Fig 1A-E)(Iruela-Arispe and Beitel, 2013; Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003). The best 
characterized examples of the two unicellular tube types, the auto-cellular tube and the seamless 
tube, are found in the rat brain, the Zebrafish vasculature, the C. elegans excretory system and the 
Drosophila trachea (Buechner, 2002; Ghabrial et al., 2003; Herwig et al., 2011; Wolff and Bär, 
1972). Auto cellular tubes form by wrapping and homotypic self-adhesion mediated by auto-
cellular junctions (Fig. 1B). Seamless tubes lack auto-cellular junctions because they either form 
by cell hollowing or by wrapping followed by a membrane fusion event that removes the auto-
cellular junction (Andrew and Ewald, 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2008; Stone et al., 2009) (Fig. 1B, 
F).   
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Figure 2: Multi-cellular, auto-cellular and seamless tubes represent three tube types. A 
cross-section of tubes with epithelial cells (green, with orange nuclei), the lumen (blue) and the 
tube (grey) are schematized. (A) In multi-cellular tubes cells connect through adherens (red lines) 
and tight/septate junctions (black lines) and surround the lumen. (B) An autocellular tube is 
created when autocellular junctions connect membranes of a single cell.  (C) Seamless tubes lack 
autocellular junctions.  In all cases, the apical domain of the cells faces the tube. 
CREATING INTERCONNECTED NETWORKS OF TUBES 
 
Once a tube is created, it must connect with other nascent tubes to create a functional 
network. These connections can occur between tubes of the same type or between tubes of 
different types. In fact, tubes formed in distinct ways often interconnect.  We have only begun to 
understand the mechanisms of tube connectivity in part through extensive live imaging analysis 
in the Drosophila embryonic trachea and the Zebrafish vasculature(Herwig et al., 2011; Lenard et 
al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2004). Drosophila and Zebrafish both use a common set of steps for the 
fusion of nascent tubes: 1) Cells at the tips of newly formed tubes (called tip cells) are 
characterized by their extensive filopodia and lead branch migration (De Smet et al., 2009; 
Gerhardt et al., 2003; Jakobsson et al., 2010; Lenard et al., 2013) 2) Filopodia from opposing 
cells make contacts 3) Spot junctions stabilize contacts 4) spot junctions enlarge as fusing cells 
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lay down actin and microtubule tracks 5) Lumens of neighboring cells invaginate and connect 
between fused cells (Herwig et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2003; Lee and Kolodziej, 2002; Lenard et al., 
2013; Tanaka-Matakatsu et al., 1996)(Fig. 2 A-D).  
 
Figure 3: Tube connectivity between nascent sprouts. Schematics of the steps that lead to tube 
connectivity: tip cells (green), stalk cells (grey), the tube (blue), and adherens junctions (red) are 
schematized. (A) Tip cells extend adherens junction-laden filopodia. (B) Spot junctions stabilize 
filopodial contacts. (C) Spot junctions are resolved into a ring as stalk cells contribute their 
lumen. (D) Finally, a single lumen traverses the fused tip cells. Modified from (Lenard et al., 
2013). 
These largely descriptive studies contribute to our understanding the steps leading to tube 
connectivity, but the molecular mechanisms remain unclear. In Zebrafish, complicating factors 
such as cell division prevent a full account of how changes in cell positions and shapes contribute 
to tube connectivity, thus how these different types of tubes remain connected throughout the 
growth of an animal is unknown. 
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THE DROSOPHILA TRACHEAL SYSTEM 
 
 The Drosophila trachea (respiratory) system is composed of interconnected multi-
cellular, auto-cellular and seamless tubes: an ideal model to study the cell biology of epithelial 
tubes. Within the large vessels of the dorsal trunk, three to five tracheal cells interconnect through 
adherens and septate junctions around multi cellular tubes (Fig. 2). The dorsal trunk connects to 
narrower branches composed of stalk cells with auto-cellular tubes. Stalk cells connect to 
seamless tubes created by terminal cells and fusion cells at the branch tips (Fig. 2). Epithelial tube 
formation and development in the Drosophila trachea occurs through stereotyped changes in cell 
shape and position, without cell proliferation or apoptosis.  
The trachea begins as ten pairs of bilateral sacs comprised of roughly 80 tracheal cells.  
Tracheal development is organized into primary, secondary, and terminal stages. During primary 
branching, tracheal cells bud out towards an FGF/Bnl cue from nearby tissues(Sutherland et al., 
1996). Budding occurs in a stereotyped fashion and 6 primary branches emerge. In the dorsal 
branches FGFR/btl and Notch signaling selects two tip cells to lead branch migration (Ghabrial 
and Krasnow, 2006).  
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Figure 4: Three stages of branching in the Drosophila Trachea. Schematic of the tip 
cells (green), tube (blue), and the stalk cell (grey) are shown. The adherens junctions and nuclei 
(both red) are schematized. (A) Primary branching: Intercellular junctions connect epithelial cells 
in a multicellular tube B) During secondary branching, the terminal cell (left) and the fusion cell 
(right, light green) elongate as the stalk cells begin to move from a side by side configuration to a 
top to bottom configuration. (C) In terminal branching, the terminal cell and fusion cell seamless 
tubes are present within the cell and the auto-cellular tubes have formed in the stalk cells.  
Adapted in part from (Samakovlis et al., 1996). 
The tension generated by tip cell migration elongates branches. This elongation causes 
stalk cells within the branch to change positions relative to each other. Stalk cells are initially 
situated side by side until the tension of the migrating tip cells enables the stalk cells to slide past 
one another and adopt a top to bottom configuration (Caussinus et al., 2008). Once dorsal 
branches elongate, the two tip cells become specified as either a fusion cell (which will fuse with 
the fusion cell from the contra-lateral branch) or a terminal cell (highly ramified for mediating 
gas exchange) both of which create seamless tubes, while the stalk cells contain auto cellular 
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tubes (Fig. 4A,B). In the fully formed tracheal system, intercellular adherens and septate 
junctions mediate the connection between the narrow seamless tubes and the stalk cell auto-
cellular tubes, which in turn connect to the larger multi-cellular tubes of the dorsal trunk. How 
these connections arise and are maintained during animal growth is not well understood.  
THE AUTO-CELLULAR TO SEAMLESS TUBE TRANSITION IN THE TRACHEA 
 
One byproduct of the cell rearrangements is the presence of a Y-shaped stalk cell that 
connects to the terminal and fusion cells at its distal end. The intercellular junction between the 
fusion and terminal cell remodels, so that the two cells are no longer connect to each other, but 
both remain connected through intercellular junctions to the Y-shaped stalk cell (Fig. 4A, arrow). 
As the fusion cell moves contra-laterally, the stalk cell bifurcates and projects its cytoplasm into 
the fusion cell (Gervais et al., 2012; Uv, 2003). This invagination of the neighboring stalk cell 
auto-cellular tube can be identified based on the presence of an auto-cellular adherens or septate 
junction, which is absent in seamless tubes (Fig. 4B). A model of this configuration is called the 
“finger in a balloon” and has not been observed between the terminal and stalk cell as the 
terminal cell lumen develops entirely intracellularly (Gervais and Casanova, 2010; Song et al., 
2013; Uv, 2003).  The presence of stalk cell auto-cellular tube within the fusion cell is 
hypothesized to nucleate seamless tube formation(Uv, 2003). 
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Figure 5: Junctional remodeling and invasion of the stalk cell into the fusion cell. 
The tip cells (green), tube (blue), and the stalk cell (grey) are shown. The adherens junctions and 
nuclei (both red) are schematized. (A) Intracellular junctions between tip cells atop primary 
dorsal branches (long arrow). B) During secondary branching, the terminal cell (left) and the 
fusion cell (right, light green) elongate. The intracellular junction between terminal and fusion 
cells is remodeled and the stalk cell is bifurcated (grey). A bit of stalk cell tube pokes into the 
fusion cell (boxed in B, arrowhead), stalk cell “finger” ends at the intracellular junction (B’, 
arrowhead). A bit of seamless lumen is also visible in the fusion cell (B’). Adapted in part from 
(Uv, 2003).  
MAINTAINANCE OF TUBE CONNECTIVITY IN THE LARVAL TRACHEA 
 
Although a great deal is known about initial tube connectivity between nascent sprouts, much less 
is known about how these connections are maintained. Evidence that established connections 
between tubes can be destabilized comes from the Zebrafish vasculature.  In this system, the 
process of vessel pruning is described as the severing of connections between existing tubes to 
create more efficient blood flow through vessels that remain connected (Lenard et al., 2015). 
However the molecular mechanisms of this process remain undetermined.  
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Fig. 6 The larval trachea contains three interconnected tube types. A schematic of a 3rd instar 
larval tracheal system oriented anterior up, posterior down and dorsal facing out. The tube (blue), 
terminal and fusion cells (green), adherens (red) and septate (black) junctions are shown. (A) A 
late 3rd instar larva is shown.  (B) A boxed region of a single dorsal branch contains all three tube 
types.  Terminal (TC)  and fusion cells (FC)  contain seamless tubes, while stalk cells (SC) 
contain auto-cellular tubes and dorsal trunk (DT)  tubes are multicellular. Terminal and fusion 
cell seamless tubes connect directly to a single Y-shaped auto-cellular tube in the stalk cell.  
To uncover what maintains connectivity between different tube types, we focused on the 
connection between the stalk cell auto-cellular tubes and the terminal cells seamless tubes during 
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larval stages (Fig. 6 ). Previous work in our lab demonstrated that larval terminal cells are 
polarized, with their apical domain facing the seamless tube lumen (Schottenfeld-Roames and 
Ghabrial, 2012). Seamless tube growth within embryonic and larval terminal cells occurs through 
minus end directed traffic of vesicles to the apical membrane (Gervais and Casanova, 2010; 
Schottenfeld-Roames and Ghabrial, 2012). Although we are beginning to determine the 
molecular mechanisms of terminal cell seamless tube growth, the connectivity between this 
growing seamless tube and the neighboring auto-cellular tube are unknown.  
RESEARCH SUMMARY 
 
In this body of work I attempt to tackle several fundamental questions in the field of tube biology. 
As I have discussed above, studies in Drosophila and Zebrafish have begun to unravel how new 
tubes connect. I am interested in understanding how these new connections are maintained:  
1) What are the molecular mechanisms that maintain these connections?  
2) To what degree are the connections between different tube types stable? 
3) How do changes in the cell size and shape of epithelial cells surrounding these tubes affect 
connectivity?  
This body of work will attempt to answer some of these questions and perhaps open up new 
avenues for further inquiry.  I will mainly discuss a distinct class of mutants that affect the 
maintenance of tube connectivity. Four mutants, oak gall (okg), conjoined (cnj), disjointed (dsj), 
and lotus, were identified based on the specific disruption of gas filling at the location between 
the stalk cell and terminal cell (Ghabrial et al., 2011). lotus, which encodes the membrane fusion 
factor NSF2, fails to maintain a lumen in this location(Song et al., 2013). However, lumens were 
present at okg, cnj, and dsj terminal and WT stalk cell interfaces, suggesting that a distinct 
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mechanism disrupts gas-filling at this location. Upon closer observation of this interface with 
adherens and septate junction markers, I found abnormal localization of auto-cellular tube in 
mutant terminal cells. I determined that this phenotype represented the protrusion of auto-cellular 
tubes from the neighboring stalk cell. These observations led to the discovery of an unappreciated 
ability of WT stalk cells to branch and contribute their own auto-cellular tubes to defective 
terminal cells, essentially changing the connectivity between the two types of tubes. 
 In the following chapters, I will present data about factors within the terminal cell that 
induce abnormal hypertrophy and branching of stalk cells.  
In chapter 2, I will discuss in more detail how okg and cnj terminal cells induce 
branching and invasion of neighboring stalk cells. okg and cnj have strikingly similar defects and 
each encode the E and G subunits of the Vacuolar H+ ATPase (vATPase), respectively. The 
vATPase is required for trafficking of apical polarity proteins to the WT terminal cell lumen, 
because apical polarity proteins accumulate within okg and cnj terminal cells. This defect was 
also observed in mutants within the Target of Rapamycin (Tor) pathway, of which the vATPase is 
a downstream target. Additionally, Tor and apical polarity protein mutants recapitulate okg and 
cnj defects. Apical polarity protein localization enables apical expansion and okg and cnj tracheal 
cells had reduced apical domains. These data suggest that okg and cnj regulate apical polarity 
downstream of the Tor pathway. Overall, we conclude that maintenance of the terminal cell 
apical domain prevents the compensation of apical membrane in the form of an auto cellular tube 
from the adjacent stalk cell.  
In chapter 3, I show that dsj (which encodes a protein Archease) terminal cells are pruned 
and similar to okg and cnj, are invaded by neighboring stalk cells. Unlike, okg and cnj terminal 
cells, dsj terminal cell appropriately localize apical polarity proteins to the apical membrane. 
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Instead, dsj terminal cell phenotypes result from defective transfer RNA (tRNA) maturation 
because depletion of the enzyme required for tRNA 3’ modification tRNAseZ phenocopy dsj.  
The Tor pathway is known to control protein synthesis in response to nutrient availability, and 
mature tRNAs make proteins required for cell growth. Hence, I show that expression of Rheb, a 
Tor activator, failed to suppress the defects associated with dsj terminal cells. This data places dsj 
genetically downstream of Tor. Overall, these data led me to conclude that Tor dependent 
terminal cell growth prevents stalk cell compensatory branching. 
In chapter 4, I look at the general aspects of terminal cell growth as an influence of stalk 
cell behavior. I show that terminal cells undergo a burst of growth between 2nd and 3rd instars. 
Further more this growth correlates with tracheal endoreplication and preventing endoreplication 
results in terminal cell pruning. Finally, I test whether compensating stalk cells grow through 
endoreplication and I show that inactivation of the Hippo pathway is sufficient to induce stalk cell 
hypertrophy and branching. In chapter 5, I will speculate about the molecular mechanisms within 
the stalk cell that can “sense” and respond to terminal cell defects.  
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CHAPTER 2: COMPENSATORY BRANCHING MORPHOGENESIS OF STALK CELLS 
IN THE DROSOPHILA TRACHEA 
 
Deanne Francis1 and Amin S. Ghabrial 
ABSTRACT  
Tubes are essential for nutrient transport and gas exchange in multicellular eukaryotes, but how 
connections between different tube types are maintained over time is unknown. In the Drosophila 
tracheal system, mutations in oak gall (okg) and conjoined (cnj) confer identical defects, 
including late onset blockage near the terminal cell-stalk cell junction and the ectopic extension 
of autocellular, seamed tubes into the terminal cell. We determined that okg and cnj encode the E 
and G subunits of the vacuolar ATPase (vATPase) and showed that both the V0 and V1 domains 
are required for terminal cell morphogenesis. Remarkably, the ectopic seamed tubes running 
along vATPase- deficient terminal cells belonged to the neighboring stalk cells. All vATPase-
deficient tracheal cells had reduced apical domains and terminal cells displayed mislocalized 
apical proteins. Consistent with recent reports that the mTOR and vATPase pathways intersect, 
we found that mTOR pathway mutants phenocopied okg and cnj. Furthermore, terminal cells 
depleted for the apical determinants Par6 or aPKC had identical ectopic seamed tube defects. We 
thus identify a novel mechanism of compensatory branching in which stalk cells extend 
autocellular tubes into neighboring terminal cells with undersized apical domains. This 
compensatory branching also occurs in response to injury, with damaged terminal cells being 
rapidly invaded by their stalk cell neighbor. 
INTRODUCTION  
Tubular networks are essential for nutrient transport, enzyme secretion, and ion homeostasis 
(Andrew & Ewald, 2010; Strilić, Kučera, & Lammert, 2010). In many cases, organs are 
composed of distinct tube types, including multi-cellular, autocellular or seamless tubes (Andrew 
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& Ewald, 2010). In the vascular system, for example, multi-cellular capillaries connect via 
seamless tubes (Blum et al., 2008; Herwig et al., 2011; Wolff & Bär, 1972). Likewise, the 
Drosophila tracheal system is composed of interconnected tubes of different types (Fig 
1A,B)(Ghabrial, Luschnig, Metzstein, & Krasnow, 2003; Samakovlis et al., 1996). Prior work 
(Song, Eng, & Ghabrial, 2013) suggested that connections between tubes of different 
architectures requires ongoing maintenance, but the maintenance program is not well understood. 
Here we characterize mutants with late onset connection defects, and uncover an unappreciated 
ability of autocellular seamed tubes to undergo compensatory growth and branching when 
terminal cells are unable to expand their apical membrane domain. 
During fly development, ten pairs of epithelial sacs remodel into a tubular tracheal network 
in which large multicellular tubes connect to finer autocellular tubes, which in turn connect to 
intracellular seamless tubes that mediate gas exchange (Fig. 1A,B). Tracheal cells are epithelial, 
with their apical domain facing the tube lumen (Isaac and Andrew, 1996; Wodarz et al., 
1995). Tip cells, located at the ends of primary branches, guide tube outgrowth and later 
differentiate into fusion cells or terminal cells and form intracellular seamless tubes. Long 
terminal cell seamless tubes branch extensively, whereas fusion cell tubes are short and 
unbranched. In dorsal branches, two tip cells connect to a Y-shaped stalk cell. This Y-shaped 
autocellular tube is bifurcated at the distal end to make independent connections to each tip cell 
(Samakovlis et al., 1996) (Fig. 1B). The interface between the stalk cell and terminal cell is 
simple, whereas the connection to the fusion cell is more complex: the stalk cell extends its 
seamed tube into the fusion cell, like “a finger poking into a balloon” (Gervais et al., 2012; Uv, 
2003), such that stalk cell apical membrane surrounds almost the entire fusion cell lumen (Gervais 
et al., 2012). How the stalk cell makes and maintains these different connections, and what 
genetically and molecularly distinguishes them, remains undetermined. 
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To better understand seamed-to-seamless tube connections, we characterized mutations in oak 
gall (okg) and conjoined (cnj), which confer identical tube connection defects (Ghabrial et al., 
2011). Sequence analysis revealed that okg and cnj carry mutations in Vha26 and Vha13, 
which encode the E and G subunits of the vacuolar ATPase (vATPase). Terminal cells 
deficient for vATPase showed defects in apical polarity and apical membrane domain size, and 
neighboring stalk cells extended seamed tubes into them. Depletion of the apical determinants 
atypical Protein kinase C (aPKC) or Par6 (Par-6) reproduced key features of vATPase- deficient 
terminal cells. This implied that wild-type stalk cells compensate for neighboring terminal cells 
with undersized apical domains by extending branched autocellular tubes into the terminal cell 
lumen and displacing the terminal cell apical membrane distally. Compensatory stalk cell 
branching also occurs upon physiological challenge, not just in genetically compromised 
animals: we find that injured terminal cells are rapidly invaded by their neighboring stalk cell. 
RESULTS: 
Ectopic branched auto-cellular tubes extend into okg and cnj terminal cells 
 
We characterized the role of okg and cnj (Ghabrial et al., 2011) in tube architecture and 
connectivity in mosaic animals, with a focus on the connection between autocellular and seamless 
tubes. In wild- type larvae, a gas-filled autocellular tube connects the stalk cell to its terminal cell 
neighbor. Within the terminal cell, the seamless tube branches extensively (Fig. 1B,C). Cells 
mutant for okg or cnj exhibited identical tracheal defects. Mutant terminal cells showed a gas-
filling defect at the stalk cell to terminal cell connection (Fig. 1D, arrowhead). Strikingly, most 
gas-filling gaps were present in heterozygous stalk cell tubes adjacent to okg or cnj terminal cells 
(Fig. 1D′,D″,  arrowhead). The gas-filling defect was 100% penetrant, but with late onset 
(appearing  only at third larval instar), and was within the stalk cell rather than the terminal cell in 
75% of cnj (n=24) and 70% of okg (n=30) terminal cell clones (Fig. 1D). Examination of cell 
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junctions within and between stalk cells and terminal cells revealed two classes of a novel stalk 
cell: terminal cell interface defect. Control terminal cells (81%, N=84) had a single intercellular 
junction with a neighboring stalk cell, consisting of a ring of adherens junctions (AJ) (Fig. 1E”, 
E”’; arrow) and a broader ring of septate junctions (SJ) (Fig.1E”’ arrowhead). Terminal cells 
typically showed an unbranched seamless tube extending from the intercellular junction towards 
the nucleus (Fig. 1E-E’), distal to which extensive branching of the seamless tube occurred. A 
fraction of control terminal cells (15%; N=84) had nucleus-proximal autocellular tube (< 4 
microns in length; Fig. S1A), as previously described for embryonic (Samakovlis et al., 1996) and 
larval terminal cells (Song et al., 2013). A comparable fraction of okg (18%; N=101) and cnj 
(25%; N=72) terminal cells had similar segments of short unbranched autocellular tube (Fig. 1H, 
Fig. S1B).  
 In mutants, we identified a first class (class 1) of defects in which stalk cells formed two 
or more connections to a neighboring terminal cell (Fig 1F-F”’) – 24% of okg cells (N=101) and 
25% of cnj cells (N= 72), compared to 4% of control cells (Fig 1H). This topology has not 
previously been described for either wild type or mutant terminal cells. In more severely affected 
terminal cells  (9%, N=101 okg and 8%, N=72 cnj) we observed class 2 defects in which long, 
branched seamed tubes extended well beyond the terminal cell nucleus (Fig. 1G,G’, 1H). Unlike 
class 1 seamed tubes, class 2 tubes branched within the terminal cell and appeared to terminate at 
ring-like intercellular junctions distal to the terminal cell nucleus, phenotypes never observed in 
wild type (Fig. 1E, H). Beyond the ring-like structures, seamless tubes extended towards the 
terminal cell tips (Fig 1 G’,G”). We could not detect evidence of long autocellular tubes within 
homozygous mutant terminal cells (Fig S1 C,D), suggesting that okg and cnj connection defects 
arise late.  
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Figure 1: Autocellular adherens junctions extend into okg and cnj terminal cells. (A) Schematic 
of the Drosophila third instar tracheal system (tube, blue); dorsal view, anterior top. Dorsal 
branch terminal cells are indicated (green). (B) Cellular architectures of dorsal branch (TC, 
terminal cell; FC, fusion cell; SC,stalk cell) and dorsal trunk (DT) tubes are illustrated. Adherens 
junctions (AJs, red) and septate junctions (SJs, black) are indicated. (C-D″) The terminal cell-stalk 
cell interface of mosaic third instar larvae, showing positively marked terminal cell clones 
(btl>GFP, green), gas filling (bright field) and tubes (UV, blue). (C) Control terminal cell clone 
with gas-filled tubes. (D) Unmarked stalk cell with gas-filling gap (arrowhead) and tube 
constriction (D′,D″, arrowhead) adjacent to okg terminal cell clone (green). (E-G‴) Schematics of 
junctions (E,F,G) and micrographs (E′-G‴). Clone marker (GFP, green) labels homozygous cells. 
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AJ (DE-cadherin, red), SJ (Varicose, gray) and tube (UV autofluorescence, blue) are shown. Boxed 
regions in E′-G′, enlarged in E″-G‴. Intercellular junctions at the terminal cell-stalk cell interface 
are indicated (AJ, yellow arrow; SJ, yellow arrowhead). (F-F‴)A cnj terminal cell with a class 1 
defect: bifurcated autocellular stalk cell tube connects to cnj terminal cell via two intercellular 
junctions (F″,F‴). (G-G‴) An okg terminal cell with a class 2 defect: autocellular AJ and SJ line 
branched tubes within the okg terminal cell, two of which end in intercellular junction-like rings 
(G′-G‴); seamless tube extends beyond rings (G″, white arrow). Asterisk, terminal cell nucleus. 
(H) Phenotype frequency. First column, terminal cell with exclusively seamless tubes; second 
column, terminal cell with short seamed and long seamless tubes; third column, terminal cell with 
multiple connections (class 1 defect); fourth column, terminal cell with branched autocellular tubes 
(class 2 defect). Statistical significance was determined by Fisher’s exact probability test. Scale 
bars: 10 µm. 
cnj and okg encode two subunits of the Vacuolar H+ ATPase 
 
To understand how cnj and okg influence tube architecture, we mapped the mutations (Fig 2A,B).  
Sequence analysis of candidate genes revealed a Vha13 mutation in cnj, and a Vha26 mutation in 
okg (Fig 2 C, D). Vha13 and Vha26 encode the G and E subunits of vacuolar ATPase (vATPase). 
A Vha13 transgene rescued cnj tracheal defects, confirming gene identity and suggesting that the 
mutant allele is a loss of function (Fig 2E-G’). The cnj356 allele carried a deletion, creating a 
frame-shift predicted to encode a larger protein, all but 45 residues of which were novel. The 
okg696 allele is likely amorphic, with a nonsense mutation encoding a truncated Vha26. Terminal 
cell-specific knock-down of Vha26 recapitulated the okg phenotype, with a higher incidence of 
class 2 defects (45%, N=67; Figure 2 H, H’). The severity of the knock-down phenotype 
suggested a maternal contribution of okg mRNA, early zygotic transcription prior to clone 
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induction, or both. In addition, post-embryonic knock-down was sufficient to confer the terminal 
cell defects (Fig S1,E), consistent with a maintenance role of the vATPase. 
 
Figure 2: okg and cnj encode subunits of the 
vATPase. Meiotic mapping of okg and cnj: okg 
between FRT82B and curled (cu) (B), cnj between 
stripe (sr) and ebony (e) (A). Complementation tests 
with chromosomal deficiencies refined the map 
position. Sequence analysis identified single 
nucleotide changes (red) in Vha26/okg (D) introducing 
a STOP codon, and in Vha13/cnj, where the predicted 
frameshift encodes a larger, non-native protein (C, 
darkgreen). Deletions are indicated by red underscore. 
(E-G′) In mosaic experiments, a Vha13 transgene 
restored wild-type connections and gas fillingin cnj 
terminal cell clones: control (E,E′), cnj terminal cell 
(F,F′) and cnj terminalcell expressing UAS-Vha13 
(G,G′) are shown; clone marker is btl>GFP green), AJ 
(DE-cadherin, red), SJ (Fas3, white). (H,H′) 
SRF>Vha26 RNAi (terminal cell, green) phenocopies 
okg EMS allele. Tube (blue) and AJ (red) are shown. Scale bars: 10 µm 
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Loss of proton pumping results in ectopic auto-cellular tubes  
 
Vha13 and 26 function as a heterodimer within the V1 domain (Fig. 3A), and regulate vATPase 
assembly and disassembly (Hildenbrand, Molugu, Stock, & Bernal, 2010; Ohira et al., 2006; 
Okamoto-Terry, Umeki, Nakanishi-Matsui, & Futai, 2013; Smardon, Tarsio, & Kane, 2002). 
Mutation of okg or cnj should compromise V1 and vATPase assembly, but not V0 function 
(Doherty & Kane, 1993; Tomashek, Graham, Hutchins, Stevens, & Klionsky, 1997). Since free 
V0 can bind SNAREs to promote membrane fusion (Bayer, Reese, Buhler, Peters, & Mayer, 
2003; Di Giovanni et al., 2010; Hiesinger et al., 2005; Liegeois, 2006; Strasser, Iwaszkiewicz, 
Michielin, & Mayer, 2011), it was important to test whether tracheal defects resulted from loss of 
vATPase function or gain of V0 membrane fusion activity. Terminal cells depleted for either V0d 
or c’’ (Fig. 3 B-D’) exhibited both class 1 and class 2 phenotypes (N= 93, 42 respectively; see 
Fig. 3F for quantification); thus, loss of the holoenzyme is the underlying cause of the phenotype 
To test if holoenzyme assembly (permitting interactions such as Pak binding (Lin, Li, 
Kane, & Höfken, 2012) was sufficient for tubulogenesis, or if enzymatic function (acidification 
of intracellular compartments) was required, we used an allele of Vha100 (V0 a) that specifically 
disrupts proton translocation (Kawasaki-Nishi, Nishi, & Forgac, 2001; Williamson, Wang, 
Haberman, & Hiesinger, 2010). Terminal cell expression of Vha100R755A resulted in defects 
identical to loss of V1 or V0, with both class 1 (55%) and class 2 (5%) observed (N=58; Fig. 3E, 
F). This established that acidification is required for maintenance of tube architecture. 
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Figure 3: Maintenance of the SC-TC interface requires vATPase holoenzyme function. 
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A) Okg (green) and Cnj (purple) heterodimers are part of V1 domain (ATPase; subunits 
capitalized), and promote assembly/disassembly of V1-V0 (membrane pore; lowercase) vATPase 
holoenzyme. (B-E) SRF-GAL4 drives RNAi knock-down and/or GFP expression (TC outline, 
hashed white lines): (B, B’) control, (C,C’) V0 d (both VhaAC39-1 and VhaAC39-2) RNAi, 
(D,D’) VhaPPA1-1/V0 c’’ RNAi. (E,E’) drm-GAL4>V0 aR755A (pump-dead). (F) 
Quantification of phenotype frequency (see Fig. 1H for key). Scale bars: 10 µm. 
Stalk cell auto-cellular tubes extend into okg and cnj terminal cells. 
 
Why do vATPase mutant terminal cells have long, branched autocellular tubes?  Does this reflect 
a failure to switch from autocellular to seamless tubulogenesis? altered spatial regulation of 
where this switch occurs? or, does the seamed tube come from the neighboring stalk cell, as 
occurs in wild type fusion cells? The latter seemed likely, as seamed tubes within terminal cells 
appeared to terminate at internal intercellular junctions. However, the organization of seamed-to-
seamless tube transitions remains unclear for terminal cells:  some evidence suggests connection 
of seamed and seamless tubes within a terminal cell “transition zone” (Samakovlis et al., 1996; 
Song et al., 2013), while other data suggest terminal cells make exclusively seamless tubes 
(Gervais & Casanova, 2010; Samakovlis et al., 1996; Song et al., 2013; Uv, 2003). At wild type 
stalk cell-fusion cells interfaces, the stalk cell extends a seamed tube into the fusion cell, like “a 
finger in a balloon,” (Uv, 2003) – note that these “fingers” end in ring-like intercellular junctions; 
this has led to the suggestion that terminal cell autocellular tube may also be stalk cell “fingers.” 
However, we and others see no evidence of this in wild type terminal cells (Samakovlis et al., 
1996, Gervais & Casanova, 2010,Song et al., 2013) 
To better understand terminal cell-stalk cell interfaces, we re-examined wild-type third 
instar larvae. We found that one cell membrane extends basolaterally from the intercellular AJ to 
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ensheath a portion of the neighboring cell; a broad collar of intercellular SJ staining correlated 
with this area (supplementary material Fig.S2A, B, C). In some instances, terminal cells 
ensheathed stalk cells (supplementary material Fig. S2A,D), but stalk cells also ensheathed 
terminal cells (supplementary  material Fig.  S2B,E).Within 15% of terminal cells, we find a  
short, unbranched autocellular tube extending from the terminal cell seamless tube to the 
intercellular junction (Fig. 1H; supplementary material Fig. S1A,B) (Song et al., 2013), whereas 
85% of terminal cells had only seamless tubes. Importantly, wild-type terminal cell autocellular 
tubes lack the internal ring-like structures that mark the distal ends of the stalk cell tube within 
fusion cells. To test if seamed tubes in okg and cnj terminal cells belong to the stalk cell, we 
knocked down the SJ protein Fasciclin 3 (Fas3) exclusively in cnj terminal cells. If Fas3-positive 
seamed tubes were detected in cnj, Fas3 RNAi terminal cells, then Fas3, and hence the tube, must 
belong to the stalk cell. As a control we depleted Fas3 from the stalk cell; we found that stalk 
cells were depleted for Fas3, but not other SJ or AJ proteins (supplementary material Fig.  
S3A,C). Knockdown in terminal cells was efficient, since control Fas3 RNAi terminal cells lost 
their Fas3 collar staining (n=12; supplementary material Fig. S3D,E; Fig. 4A,B). In cnj, Fas3 
RNAi terminal cells, Fas3 was detected in seamed tubes running along the terminal cell, implying 
that the tubes belonged to the stalk cell (Fig. 4C).  
As an independent test of seamed tube ownership, we utilized the Flybow system 
(Hadjieconomou et al., 2011) to differentially label neighboring stalk and terminal cells. In 
control larvae, terminal cell- stalk cell membranes were apposed at the site of initial   cell-cell 
contact (Fig. 4D). In okg RNAi terminal cells, the autocellular tube was lined by stalk cell 
membrane that was partially or completely surrounded by terminal cell membrane (Fig. 4E,F). In 
some dramatic instances, terminal cell seamless tubes with no visible connection to each other 
were connected by stalk cell autocellular tube (Fig. 4F). These data suggested that okg and cnj 
apical membrane domains might be limiting, resulting in displacement of terminal cell seamless 
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tubes distally, with compensatory branching and hypertrophy of stalk cell seamed tubes, the 
apical membrane domain of which is coupled to that of the terminal cell by AJs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Autocellular tubes in okg and cnj TCs belong to adjacent SCs.  (A-C) To test if 
autocellular tube in mutant TCs was made by TC, or neighboring SC, Fas3 staining was assessed 
in TC-specific Fas3 RNAi. In control TCs (green) (A), a collar of SJ staining (grey) was detected 
(arrowhead), (B) this staining was eliminated by Fas3 RNAi.  AJs (red) also shown. (C) In cnj, 
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Fas3 RNAi clones, Fas3-staining was detected; thus, the neighboring SC made and extended 
seamed tube into the mutant TC. In (D-F), flybow labeled TC (green) and SC (cyan) membranes, 
and AJs (red) were stained. (D) In controls, intercellular AJs decorated the initial contact 
(arrowhead) between TC and SC membranes. In okg RNAi TCs (E, F), SC membrane-surrounded 
tubes extended beyond initial site of SC-TC contact (arrowhead). In an extreme case (F-F”), SC 
tube (yellow line) appeared to separate TC seamless tube from the TC cell body. Scale bars: 10 
µm. 
okg and cnj multicellular and auto-cellular tubes have reduced apical domains. 
	  
If okg and cnj cells were unable to generate sufficient apical membrane, we hypothesized that it 
would compromise their ability to contribute to tubes of all architectures; therefore, we carefully 
tested okg and cnj dorsal trunk and stalk cell clones, which contribute to multicellular and 
autocellular tubes, respectively.  In contrast to control dorsal trunk cells (Fig. 5A), okg and cnj 
dorsal trunk cells were not fully integrated into the epithelium, and were oval, not hexagonal, in 
shape (Fig. 5B). Since the apical domain in epithelia lines the tube lumen, okg and cnj dorsal 
trunk clones had little-to-no apical domain. A statistically significant decrease in the ratio of 
apical membrane (area as defined by adherens junctions) to cytoplasm (largest cross-sectional 
area as detected with cytoplasmic GFP) was observed in cnj dorsal trunk clones compared with 
control clones, which had a 1:1 ratio (Fig. 5C).  In control autocellular tubes, stalk cells elongated 
along the long axis of the tube and connected to neighbors via ring-shaped intercellular junctions, 
with a single line of autocellular junctions running the length of the tube (Fig 5D). In contrast, we 
observed (Fig. 5E) that 89% (n=76) of cnj and 98% (n=95) of okg stalk cells did not have normal 
autocellular or intercellular junctions; instead, these cells either detached from the epithelium, or 
contributed a very short segment of autocellular tube while the remaining cell cytoplasm bulged 
out of the tracheal epithelium (Fig. 5E’,E”). Interestingly, tubulogenesis is intact in cnj and okg 
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embryos: we see no evidence of multicellular or autocellular tube defects in homozygous cnj 
embryos or in cnj stalk cell clones in first and second instar mosaic larvae, while dorsal trunk 
clones begin to round by 2nd instar (Fig S1 C,D, E, F-I). Thus, it is only over time, as the animal 
and its tracheal system increases dramatically in size, that tube architecture becomes disrupted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Apical domain size and polarity are compromised in okg and cnj. In all tracheal 
cell types, okg and cnj clones (green) appeared to have undersized apical domains and to 
contribute little to tubes. (A-B″) In dorsal trunk clones, control cells (A) are hexagonal, make 
multiple intercellular AJs (red) and surround a portion of the lumen (A′,A″); by contrast, cnj 
dorsal trunk clones (B) appeared to be partially extruded from the epithelium, with diminished 
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intercellular junction contacts (B′,B″, arrowhead). (C) Quantification of the reduction in the apical 
domain of cnj versus control cells. Error bars indicate standard deviation (D-E‴) In control stalk 
cell clones, a line of staining (∼80-90 µm, arrowhead) marks the autocellular tube seam (D′), with 
ring-like AJs marking intercellular junctions with proximal and distal stalk cells (D″, yellow line); 
by contrast, a cnj stalk cell (E,E′) is largely excluded from the epithelium, with only a short segment 
(<10 µm, arrowhead in E″) of autocellular tube connecting two intercellular junctions (yellow lines, 
E‴). (F-H) Tor pathway mutant terminal cells phenocopy loss of vATPase. (F-G′) Terminal cell 
(green) depletion of Tor and its activator Rheb in third instar larval filets is schematized (F,G) 
from micrographs (F′,G′), in which terminal cells are outlined. AJs (DE-cadherin, red) mark 
extended autocellular junctions along tubes (blue, UV) of Tor- and Rheb-depleted terminal cells. 
(H) Quantification of the frequency of junction phenotypes. Scale bars: 10 µm. 
Mutations in Target of Rapamycin (Tor) pathway phenocopy okg and cnj. 
 
Inhibition of the V-ATPase and Tor pathways have recently been reported to lead to reduced 
apical surface area (Gleixner et al., 2014), with amino acid sensing by the V-ATPase implicated 
in activating Tor (Target Of Rapamycin)(Zoncu et al., 2011) (and Tor also reported to control V-
ATPase transcription in the pupal wing epithelium (Gleixner et al., 2014)). Thus, we sought to 
determine whether Tor deficient terminal cells would phenocopy okg and cnj. Terminal cell-
specific knockdown of Tor, expression of a dominant negative TOR (Tor.TED)(Hennig & 
Neufeld, 2002), or knockdown of Tor activator, Rheb, all lead to decreased terminal cell 
branching and a dramatic induction of class 2 defects (67%, n=26, 73%, n=24 48%, and 
n=21respectively) (Fig. 5 F, G and H).  This data is consistent with the Tor pathway acting 
through V-ATPase to expand the apical domain.  Published data indicate that Tor regulates 
expression of specific V-ATPase subunits (Gleixner et al., 2014), and consistent with that, we 
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find that overexpression of Rheb or of an activated form of the Tor downstream effector, S6 
kinase (S6K stede) (Barcelo & Stewart, 2002)do not suppress the cnj mutant terminal cell defects, 
suggesting that Tor acts genetically upstream of the V-ATPase (Figure S5). Overall,these data 
support our hypothesis that limited apical membrane in okg and cnj cells leads to their 
displacement from the tube lumen by wild type cells.  
 
 
Figure 6: Stalk cells respond to terminal cell apical polarity defects and injury. Apical 
polarity proteins are mislocalized in okg-depleted terminal cells. (A-D‴,I-J′) Crumbs (Crb, 
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yellow), aPKC (magenta) and tube (blue) staining are shown. In terminal cells, Crb and aPKC are 
apical in controls (A,C) and mislocalized in okg-depleted cells (B,D). In contrast to the small Crb 
foci detected in wild-type (A′,A″), large intracellular puncta of Crb are observed in okg-depleted 
terminal cells (B′,B″). aPKC marked the apical membrane of control terminal cells (C′-C‴), but 
was in large intracellular puncta in okg RNAi, Tor RNAi and Rheb RNAi terminal cells 
(D″,D‴,I,J). (E-F″) Knockdown of apical polarity proteins aPKC (G) and Par6 (H) conferred 
vATPase- like defects in tube organization. (I) Quantification of the frequency of junction 
phenotypes. Scale bars: 10 µm 
Apical proteins accumulate in intracellular puncta in okg and cnj terminal cells.  
Given that the V-ATPase and TOR pathways affect apical membrane surface area, we sought to 
determine whether apical determinants were properly localized in vATPase- or Tor-deficient 
terminal cells.  In wild type, Crumbs (Crb) localizes in foci at the terminal cell apical membrane 
(Fig. 6A) (Schottenfeld-Roames & Ghabrial, 2012); however, in vATPase-deficient cells, Crb 
levels were elevated but the steady-state localization was no longer to the lumenal membrane; 
rather Crb was in large intracellular foci (Fig. 6B). We determined that atypical Protein Kinase C 
(aPKC), another apical polarity determinant (Wodarz, Ramrath, Grimm, & Knust, 2000), was 
similarly mislocalized in vATPase mutants (Fig. 6 C,D). Likewise, we find that aPKC is 
mislocalized in mTorDN and Rheb mutant terminal cells (Fig 6 E-F). Our results suggest that 
vATPase activity is required, downstream of Tor function, for localization of apical determinants.   
To better understand how transport of apical determinants is altered in the absence of 
vATPase function, we carried out extensive co-localization studies to determine which 
subcellular compartment(s) were showing an increased level of steady-state Crb.  We found 
statistically significant changes in Crb co-localization with markers of the trans-Golgi (GalT) and 
early endosome (Rab5) (Figure S4 A-J, K).  
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Figure 7: Stalk cells branch in response to physiological  injury. (A)  Pre-injury, a terminal 
cell (green) connected to an unbranched stalk cell (cyan; A′,A‴) is shown. (B) A pinch injury to 
the cell shown in A induces stalk cell branching (B′,B″). Autocellular tubes (DE-cadherin, red) are 
associated with the responding stalk cell branches outlined in B″ and at the wounded terminal-
healthy stalk cell interface (B′,B″). (C) Terminal cells depleted of Crb by RNAi are sensitized to 
injury and show an increased frequency of class 2 defects. (D) Stalk cell branching adjacent to 
injured and VhaPPA1-1- depleted terminal cells induced puc expression. Pixel intensity is 
quantified in D. Error bars indicate standard deviation Scale bars: 10 µm. 
Cells deficient for apical determinants phenocopy okg and cnj. 
 
Another prediction of our model is that loss of apical determinants alone should induce the stalk 
cell-terminal cell interface defects. We found that aPKC- or Par6-depleted terminal cells showed 
class 1 (55%, N=53 and 61%, N=28) and class 2 defects (38%, N=53 and 21%, N=28; Fig. 
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6G,H,I). Thus, wild type stalk cells compensate for terminal cells with reduced apical domains by 
hypertrophy and branching of their autocellular tubes.  
Physiological induction of the stalk cell compensatory branching response. 
 
We found that genetic reduction of the terminal cell apical membrane elicited a novel 
compensatory response in the neighboring stalk cell, and because we also noted the presence of 
class 1 defects at a low incidence in wild type (4%, N=84), we next asked if the response could be 
physiologically induced.  We found that in a pinch wound assay, in which 2nd and early 3rd instar 
control larvae were injured with forceps, that within 24 - 48hrs hours, 27 % (n=117) of injured 
terminal cells had class 1 defects and an additional 24% (n=117) had class 2 defects (fig. 7A-B). 
Next, we sought to determine whether a connection existed between terminal cell injury and 
maintenance of the apical domain. Injury to crb-depleted (RNAi) terminal cells, which normally 
do not display junction defects, increased the frequency of class II defects (Fig. 7 C). This data 
suggests that cells with compromised ability to generate new apical membrane are sensitized for 
invasion by the stalk cell.    
Interestingly, we find that at least some aspects of the wound-healing response are 
induced by both genetic and physiological perturbations of terminal cells.  In the larval epidermis, 
cells adjacent to a wound activate Jun kinase, leading to expression of puckered (puc), a negative 
feed-back component of the pathway (Galko & Krasnow, 2004). We observed increased puc-lacZ 
expression in stalk cells that displayed compensatory branching near injured terminal cells or near 
genetically comprised terminal cells (Fig. 7D). Taken together, these data suggest that the 
wounding-induced and the genetically-induced compensatory stalk cell branching responses 
intersect. 
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DISCUSSION: 
Our data, together with previous indications in the literature, draw a strong connection between 
vATPase function, apical proteins, and apical surface area. In some epithelia, vATPase itself is 
apical (Hurtado-Lorenzo et al., 2006; Liegeois, 2006), and Kanda et   al. (2013) established a 
direct interaction between Atp6ap2, an accessory subunit of the vATPase, and the Par3 polarity 
protein in mice; furthermore, tissue-specific Atp6ap2 knockout mice displayed severe retinal 
polarity defects. Recent work from the Simons laboratory (Gleixner et al., 2014) suggests that   
vATPase function, together with mTOR signaling, is essential for apical endocytosis and 
apical surface area growth. Our results in a distinct epithelium are consistent with a role of 
vATPase in regulation of apical surface area. The Gliexner et al. study demonstrated a defect in 
apical endocytosis in V-ATPase mutant wing disc epithelia, with uptake of dextrans and avidin 
compromised by down regulation of Megalin and decreased apical surface area (Gleixner et al., 
2014). Our studies indicate that, in addition to affecting apical endocytosis, V-ATPase deficiency 
alters other transport pathways that are crucial for the regulation of apical surface area. Indeed, 
disruption of endocytosis specifically in the tracheal epithelium results in increased apical 
membrane surface area {SchottenfeldRoames:2014ge}, whereas loss of V-ATPase function 
results in a reduction in apical surface area. In V-ATPase deficient terminal cells we see an 
aberrant accumulation of Crb within the trans-Golgi as well as within early endosomes.  This 
suggests that there is a defect in delivery of Crb to the apical membrane, as well as a defect in the 
delivery of endocytosed Crb to the lysosomal compartment.  Indeed, although the lysosomal 
compartment appears dramatically enlarged in V-ATPase mutant cells – presumably owing to 
inefficient turnover of proteins, as V-ATPase function is required to acidify the lysosome – we 
could detect no significant increase of Crb within the lysosome. Thus, our data supports a 
requirement of the V-ATPase downstream of Tor for the proper targeting of apical determinants 
to the plasma membrane.   
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Our results also point to a novel mechanism of compensatory tube branching. During larval 
life, branching morphogenesis was thought to be the exclusive purview of seamless tubes formed 
by terminal cells. Terminal cells are induced to branch by hypoxia, and normally tile on target 
tissues. However, terminal cells defective in gas transport permit the compensatory growth of 
neighboring terminal cells into undersupplied areas (Centanin et al., 2008; Jarecki et al., 1999). 
Our data uncover an unappreciated ability of autocellular tube-forming stalk cells to undergo 
ectopic growth and branching to compensate for terminal cells that are unable to sufficiently 
expand their apical membrane owing to genetic defect or injury. Stalk cell compensatory 
branching occurs prior to the re- entry of dorsal branch stalk cells into the cell cycle – a process 
that remodels the larval tracheal system during puparium formation (Weaver and Krasnow, 2008); 
it also occurs in more posterior dorsal branches, in which stalk cells are never observed to behave 
as facultative stem cells. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Fly Strains:  
Vha26 GD7112  (okg) RNAi, VhaPPA1-1GD16478 (V0 c”) RNAi, VhaAC39-1GD9859 ;VhaAC39-2GD10714 
(V0 d), FasIII RNAi GD80, aPKC JF01966 RNAi and Par6 RNAiHMS01829 ,Rheb RNAi HMS00923,UAS-
Tor.TED, Tor RNAi HMS01114 , UAS-GFP:Sec15, UAS-golgi:RFP, UAS-Kdel:RFP, UAS-
Rab5:YFP, pucA251.1 LacZ (Bloomington) Vha44KG00951 FRT 42D/CyO and Vha68-2 FRT40A/CyO 
(DGRC,Kyoto,Japan), Vha55j2E9/TM3 (Bloomington) recombined onto an FRT by DF, Crb::GFP 
(gift of Y. Hong (Huang et al., 2011)), UAS-Lamp1:GFP (Gift of H. Kramer), SRF-GAL4 (gift of 
M. Metzstein),btl-GAL4, and drm-GAL4 (Bloomington). EMS alleles of okg, and cnj were 
generated previously (Ghabrial, Levi, & Krasnow, 2011). P element failing to complement with 
okg696 : P{lacW}noij3E7 Vha26j3E7/TM3, P{ftz/lacZ}SC1, ryRK Sb1 Ser1. P element failing to 
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compliment cnj356 : P{PTT-GA}Vha13CA07644/TM3. Df(3R) Exel6144 uncovered okg 696 and 
Df(3R)BSC805  uncovered cnj356 (Bloomington).  
 
Tissue-specific RNAi and mis-expression experiments:  
SRF-GAL4 drove expression of UAS-GFP and Vha26 GD7112  (okg) RNAi, VhaPPA1-1GD16478 (V0 
c”) RNAi, VhaAC39-1GD9859 ; VhaAC39-2GD10714 (V0 d), Par6 RNAiHMS01829 RNAi and aPKC JF01966 
RNAi, RhebHMS00923 RNAi ,UAS-Tor.TED, Tor HMS01114 RNAi at 29 degrees. drm-GAL4 drove 
expression of UAS-GFP and V0a R755A at 22 degrees.  
 
Temperature shift experiments: 
The following crosses were used: Tub-GAL80ts; Vha26GD7112/TM6B Tb crossed to Sp/CyO; SRF-
GAL4, UAS-CD8::GFP/ TM3. Embryos were collected for 8 hours and maintained at 18 degrees 
C until upshift to 29. Larvae were collected for immunostaining at 3rd instar.  
 
Rescue construct: 
Generation of UASt–vha13: Vha13 complementary DNA AT14009 (DGRC) was digested (XhoI 
and EcoRI) and ligated into pUAST(Brand & Perrimon, 1993). The transgene was injected into 
w1118 embryos to generate UAS-vha13 transgenic flies (Bestgene, Chino Hills, CA). 
Determining origin of seamed tube:  
FasIII RNAi GD80, FRT82B +  (or FRT82B cnj) were crossed to btl-GALl4, UAS-GFP; FRT82B Tub-
GAL80 to generate MARCM clones (T. Lee & Luo, 2001).  
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Flybow experiments:  
The following crosses were used: SRF-GAL4; hs-mFLP5 was crossed to UAS-flybow1.1; UAS-
Vha26GD7112.  Developing embryos and larvae were heat shocked three times and kept at 25 oC 
until they were collected at third larval instar. Images were collected on the Zeiss 510 Meta 
confocal microscope and processed using Fiji (imageJ) and photoshop (Adobe) software. 
Colocalization experiments:  
The following crosses were used: FRT 82B cnj flies were crossed to UAS-Rab5:YFP, UAS-
GFP:Sec15, UAS-golgi:RFP, UAS-Kdel:RFP, or UAS-Lamp1:GFP.  Mosaic larvae were filleted 
and stained with anti-GFP, anti-RFP, and anti-crb antibodies. Images were collected on the Zeiss 
510 Meta confocal microscope, and processed using (Pearson’s co-localization coefficient (r) was 
determined using coloc2) Fiji (imageJ), and photoshop (Adobe) software.  
Sequence analyses:  
okg genomic DNA, cnj genomic DNA and control genomic DNA from the parental strain on 
which okg and cnj mutations were induced, were amplified by PCR and sequenced. The 
following primer pairs were used: Vha13 genomic region 
F1: 5'- AGTTTGCGTGTGTGTGACTTCG -3'  
R1: 5'- TCCTTGGCTTGCTTCAACCTC -3' 
F2:  5'- TATGGAAGGTCATCTTGCGGAGGG -3' 
R2: 5'- ATGTGCTGTAATCGGGGTTCAC -3' 
F3: 5'- AATCGCAGTTACTTGTCGCCC -3' 
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R3: 5'- CTGTCGCACTTGCTTTTTTCG -3' 
F4: 5'- AATGGCAGGGCGACAAGTAAC -3' 
R4: 5'- ATGCGAGCAGGAAGAAAGTGAG -3' 
Vha26 genomic region: 
F1:  5'- CATCGTCTATCGGTGGTCTGACAG -3' 
R1:  5'- TCTCGCTCCAACACATTGCTC -3' 
F2:  5'- TGGAGCAATGTGTTGGAGCG -3' 
R2:  5'- TCGGACTGATTCTTGGTGACCTC -3' 
F3:  5'- GCCGAGGAGGAGTTCAACATTG -3' 
R3:  5'- CCGAAAAGTGCGTTACGAATCTC -3' 
F4: 5'- TCCAGATTAGACCTCATTTCGCAG -3' 
R4:   5'- GCTACTTGGCAAAACTTCATCGTC -3' 
F5:  5'- CCAACGACGATGAAGTTTTGCC -3' 
R5 :  5'- CAGGAATCTGCGAGTTTAGTCCAG -3' 
Transgene rescue of cnj TCs:  
The following crosses were carried out: 
UAS-Vha13; FRT82B cnj356 /TM6B flies were crossed to btl-GAL4, UAS-GFP /CyO; FRT82B 
Tub-GAL80 /TM6B. Mosaic larvae with GFP marked clones were collected for immunostaining.  
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Immunohistochemistry:  
Third instar larvae were filleted, fixed in 4% PFA (EMS) and washed in 1X PBS containing 0.3% 
Tween 20, Triton (PBSTx). The following antibodies were used: rat anti-DE-cadherin (DCAD2 
1:20, DSHB), Rb anti-Wkd peptide (1:750 (Schottenfeld-Roames & Ghabrial, 2012)), chicken 
anti-GFP (1:1000, Invitrogen A10262), ms anti-FASIII (1:50, DSHB), ms anti-armadillo (1:200, 
DSHB), ms anti-RFP ( 1:1,000 abcam), rb anti-Varicose (1:500, gift of E.Knust), rt anti-Crb 
(1:100, gift of E.Knust), rb anti-PKCzeta (aPKC 1:200, SantaCruz sc-216) . Secondary antibodies 
were Gt anti-Ck 488, Gt anti-mouse 555, Dnk anti-Rat 647, and Gt anti-Rat 555 (Invitrogen). 
Larvae were mounted in aqua polymount (Polysciences), and images were acquired on a Leica 
DM5500 and DMI6000 B microscopes. Z stacks were captured and processed with Leica and Fiji 
(imageJ) software. Projected z stacks are shown, unless noted otherwise. Statistical significance 
was determined using the fisher exact probability test and or student’s t-test 
(www.vasserstats.net)  
Puc-Lacz Intensity  
The following crosses were used: UAS-VhaPPA1-1/+, puc-LacZ  males were crossed to 
SRF>GFP at 29 degrees. VhaPPA1-1; puc-LacZ/SRF>GFP and sibling controls with puc-LacZ 
and SRF>GFP alone were collected. Pinch Assay: 3rd instar larvae SRF>GFP/puc-LacZ larvae 
were subjected to a pinch assay as described below. All collected larvae were immunostained and 
images were captured on the Leica DMI6000 B microscope. Exposure and intensity were 
constant. The corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) was measured as previously described 
(Burgess et al., 2010).Statistical significance was determined using the student’s t-test 
(www.vasserstats.net)  
Ratio of apical to cytoplasmic area quantification: 
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Cytoplasm (GFP) and apical domain (DE-cadherin) of control and cnj dorsal trunk cells were 
outlined and the area was measured using Fiji (imageJ). Standard deviation and student’s T-test 
were determined (Excel).  
Mapping 
Meiotic recombination placed okg and cnj between FRT82B and the visible recessive marker 
curled (cu), or the visible recessive markers striped (sr) and ebony (e), respectively. 
Complementation tests against deficiency strains spanning the interval between the FRT and cu 
revealed that okg was uncovered by Df(3R)Exel6144, which deletes the segment of the 
chromosome between 83A6 to 83B6. Mutants within this region were tested against okg696 for 
complementation.  
Pinch Assay 
For double labeled membranes: yw hsFLP122; btl>Gal4; FRT82B UAS-Td Tomato females were 
crossed to btl>Gal4; FRT82B UAS-myrGFP males and heat shocked for one hour to induce either 
green, red or yellow tracheal cells. Quantification was performed on larvae from the yw FLP122, 
btl>Gal4, UAS GFP or UAS-RFP; FRT 2A, FRT 82B , SRF>GFP; SRF>GFP, UAS-crb RNAi, and 
SRF>GFP/puc-LacZ strains. Late second and third instar larvae were identified based on 
spiracles and size. Larvae were pinched with forceps under the dissecting microscope. Disruption 
of terminal cell gas filling was used to monitor terminal cell injury. Larvae were incubated at 
room temperature and collected 24 hours post injury for filet and immunostaining.  
Epistasis Experiments: 
The following crosses were used: UAS-Rheb.Pa, FRT 82B cnj/TM6b and UAS-S6K stede/ UAS-
TwdlD::Mkate; FRT 82B cnj/TM6b males were crossed to btl>mCD8GFP; FRT82B GFP RNAi 
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virgins. 3rd Instar larvae with clones were grown at 29 degrees and filleted and immunostained for 
clone marker and adherens junctions as described.  
 
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 1: The cytoplasm (btl/FGFR>UAS-GFP, green) and AJ (DE-cadherin, 
red) in 3rd instar larval filets. A bit of seamed tube extends from the intercellular AJ in WT (A, A’ 
arrow) and okg (B,B’ arrow) terminal cells. Fixed stage 15 embryos dorsal up, show tracheal 
nuclei (trachealess/Trh, cyan) and AJ (Armadillo, red). (C) A single intracellular AJ separates 
TCs from SCs and FCs in WT dorsal branches (C, C’,C”). (D) cnj in trans to a deficiency that 
uncovers cnj (cnj/Df) embryos are shown. A single intercellular junction is visible between TCs 
and SCs of cnj/Df dorsal branches (D, D’,D”). SRF>GFP, okg RNAi with Tubulin GAL80ts. AJ 
(red) and tube (UV, blue) in 3rd larval instar is shown. Branched autocellular defect is found in 
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larvae shifted to 29 deg at hatching (E’), but not in unshifted (18 deg.) (E), and larvae shifted at 
2nd  instar (E”). (F-I) cnj dorsal trunk clones are normal at first instar (F), but round at 2nd instar 
(G). A normal configuration in cnj stalk cell clones at 1st and 2nd instar stages (H and I). Scale bar 
10µm 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 2: The cytoplasm (Btl/FGFR,UAS-btl>GFP, green), SJ (Fas 3, white), AJ 
(DE-cadherin, red) and tube (UV, blue) in 3rd instar larval filets. (A-B) The intercellular AJs lie 
above the intercellular SJ (A’, A”” ), WT TC cytoplasm ends below the SJ (A”, A”’arrowhead). 
Intercellular SJ lie above intercellular AJ (B’, B”” ), WT TC clone cytoplasm begins at the 
intercellular AJ (B”, arrowhead). Flybow marks overlapping TC and SC membranes (GFP and 
mCherry, respectively) separated by an intercellular SJ (Vari, white) (C,C”’arrow).  (D and E) 
Schematic of possible TC:SC membrane interactions.  Scale bar 10µm 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Cytoplasm (btl>GFP, green), AJ (DE-cadherin, red), SJ (Fas3, white), 
and the tube (UV, blue) in mosaic 3rd instar larval filets.  A SC clone expresses Fas3 RNAi and 
retains its autocellular (A” arrow) and intercellular AJ (A”, A”’arrowheads) in the absence of 
Fas3 staining (A”-A”’ arrow). Fas3 is absent from intercellular SJs in a Fas3RNAi expressing TC 
clone (B, B’ and B” arrowhead). The cytoplasm (btl>Btl/FGFR,UAS-GFP, green), Fas 3(white) 
,Varicose (Vari, magenta) and tube (UV, blue) in mosaic 3rd instae larval filets. Fas3 co-localizes 
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with Vari at WT TC and SC intercellular junctions (C, D ). (E) Fas3 is absent from autocellular 
junctions of a Fas3 RNAi expressing SC clone (C”’arrow) and intercellular junctions of a Fas3 
RNAi expressing TC clone (E”’, arrowhead), while Vari staining is still present (C”,E” ). Scale 
bar 10µm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 4: Slices from a Z stack of filleted 3rd instar larvae are shown. (A-J) WT 
and cnj terminal cells immunostained for Crb (yellow) express proteins of various intracellular 
compartments (magenta) (A-J) In contrast to a WT TC (A) where, small puncta of Golgi, Rab5, 
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Lamp1, and Sec15 are found (A,C,E,I), these are abnormally enlarged in cnj TC (B,D,F,H,J). Crb 
localization in the golgi and early endosomes was significantly different in cnj TC (B, B’ and D, 
D’). Pearson’s co-efficient co-localization is shown (F).  Scale bar 10µm.
 
Supplementary Figure 5: Quantified junction phenotypes of cnj TC expressing UAS-S6K SDETE 
and UAS-Rheb were compared to cnj TC expressing UAS-Twdl D and heterozygous neighbors 
expressing UAS-Rheb or UAS-S6K SDTETEare shown. Expression of UAS-Rheb and UAS-S6K 
SDTETE fails to rescue junction defects in cnj TC.   
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CHAPTER 3: THE ARCHEASE, DISJOINTED, PREVENTS COMPENSATORY STALK 
CELL BRANCHING IN THE DROSOPHILA TRACHEA 
 
ABSTRACT: Branched networks of tubes are required for the proper function of organs and 
glands. Such branched tubular networks may be composed of three types of tubes: multi-cellular, 
auto-cellular and seamless. Multiple interconnected cells surround the lumen of a multi cellular 
tube, auto-cellular tubes form by single cell wrapping and membrane self-adhesion and seamless 
tubes form intracellularly. How different tubes remain connected is undetermined.  
We use the Drosophila tracheal system as a model to study tube connectivity. The 
tracheal system is composed of all three tube types. In dorsal branches we focused on the 
connection between the stalk cell auto-cellular tube and the seamless tube within highly branched 
terminal cells. We previously demonstrated that neighboring stalk cells rapidly invade injured or 
defective terminal cells. To understand this novel process we analyzed disjointed (dsj) mutant 
terminal cells, which are pruned and stimulate stalk cell compensatory branching. To determine 
the molecular mechanism, we found dsj encodes a protein Archease, implicated in transfer RNA 
(tRNA) maturation. Consistent with this function, dsj localized to the nucleus and depletion of 
tRNAaseZ, a 3’ endoribonuclease that processes tRNAs, recapitulated dsj defects.  Previous work 
showed that while Rheb activates the target of rapamycin (Tor) pathway, the Vacuolar H+ ATPase 
(vATPase) is genetically downstream of Tor. Here we show that the vATPase and Rheb regulate 
Dsj nuclear import and that expression of Rheb fails to rescue defects in dsj terminal cells. 
Overall, our data suggests that dsj acts genetically downstream of the Rheb-Tor-vATPase 
pathway to regulate terminal cell growth and prevent stalk cell compensatory branching. 
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INTRODUCTION: Organs and glands are composed of branched networks of tubes, whose 
function depends on the connectivity between different epithelial tube types. Three types of tubes 
are found in most organs and glands: the multi-cellular, auto-cellular, and seamless tubes. In 
many cases, these different tube types interconnect. Prior work suggests that the connection 
between different types of tubes must adjust or be remodeled to scale with the demands of the 
growing animal (Song et al., 2013). How different types of tubes remain connected during 
development is unknown. We use the simple epithelium of the Drosophila larval tracheal system 
to investigate tube connectivity. 
The Drosophila trachea begins as 10 pairs of bilateral placodes comprised of 80 tracheal 
cells each. Tracheal cells within the placodes invaginate and elongate a shared lumen as they 
migrate out. Migration towards an extracellular cue selects tip and stalk cells and deforms the 
lumen (Ghabrial et al., 2003; Samakovlis et al., 1996; Sutherland et al., 1996). In the Dorsal 
branches, the two tip cells that lead branch migration connect to a single Y-shaped stalk cell 
connects at its distal end. These two tip cells further differentiate into a fusion cell (required for 
anastemosis with contra lateral branches) and a highly arborized terminal cell (which mediates 
gas-exchange). As the trachea develops, the fusion and terminal cells forms seamless tubes that 
elongate through minus-end directed trafficking of vesicles to the apical membrane (Gervais and 
Casanova, 2010; Schottenfeld-Roames and Ghabrial, 2012). Seamless tubes in the terminal cell 
connect to auto-cellular tubes created by stalk cells that then connect to larger multicellular tubes 
of the dorsal trunk (Ghabrial et al., 2003; Samakovlis et al., 1996).  
 Connectivity between auto-cellular to seamless tubes is plastic: stalk cells hypertrophy 
and branch to compensate for defective terminal cell apical membrane or injury. We discovered 
that apical membrane growth depends on the localization of apical polarity proteins to terminal 
cell lumens (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015). Here, we show that the Archease, disjointed (dsj) is 
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required for terminal cell branching and uniform seamless tube formation independently of apical 
polarity protein localization.  
One role for dsj is in transfer RNA (tRNA) maturation. Nascent tRNAs undergo three 
events to become mature tRNAs ready for translation: 1) removal of the 3’ extension sequences, 
2) intron splicing and ligation and 3) aminoacylation. Although the enzymes are conserved, the 
order and location of these events varies between invertebrates and vertebrates (Hopper and 
Shaheen, 2008). Consistent with the role of dsj as a chaperone for the tRNA ligation complex (the 
step 2) (Popow et al., 2014) we observed that Dsj localizes to the nucleus. Additionally, depletion 
of tRNAseZ, (step one of tRNA processing) recapitulated dsj defects, implying that the defects are 
a consequence of aberrant tRNA processing. 
We and others have demonstrated that the Tor pathway regulates apical membrane 
growth genetically upstream of the vATPase (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015; Gleixner et al., 2014). 
Consistent with the role of the Tor pathway as a regulator of protein synthesis we found that Rheb 
(an upstream activator of the Tor pathway) and the vATPase are required to localize Dsj to the 
nucleus. In addition, we observed that expression of Rheb was unable to rescue dsj terminal cell 
defects. Thus, we have uncovered an additional Tor downstream effector; the Archease Dsj is 
required in the terminal cell to prevent compensatory stalk cell branching.  
RESULTS: 
	  
dsj terminal cells display a gap in gas filling.  
 
A gap in gas-filling at the stalk cell:terminal cell interface placed dsj in the same class of mutants 
as okg, cnj, and lotus (Ghabrial et al., 2011; Song et al., 2013). Upon further inspection of dsj, we 
discovered that gas filling was specifically disrupted in terminal cells, as stalk cells (N=46) and 
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fusion cells (N=16) were unaffected (fig S1 A). Unlike okg and cnj, 59% (N=41) of dsj terminal 
cells had a gas filling gap, that was always present within the terminal cell, while 17% showed 
normal gas filling, while 24% entirely lacked gas-filling. These data lead us to conclude that dsj 
specifically affects terminal cell gas filling.  
dsj terminal cell seamless tubes are abnormal.  
 
To determine if dsj terminal cells seamless tubes were abnormal; we examined the tube 
morphology using endogenous UV auto-fluorescence (UV) and an antibody against an apical 
protein Whacked (wkd). Both the UV auto-fluorescence and Wkd immunostaining revealed small 
discontinuities along the tube, giving it a corrugated appearance (Fig S1B, B’ boxed in B). These 
pockmarks corresponded with small cytoplasmic bulges that emanated off of tube lumen (Fig 
S2F-F”, arrows in F”), which were not observed in control terminal cell tubes (Fig S2E-E”). 
Overall, this suggests that dsj is required for uniform, gas-filled terminal cell seamless tubes. 
dsj mutant terminal cells induce neighboring stalk cell branching and hypertrophy.  
	  
Given that dsj gas filling defects mimic those observed in okg and cnj, we examined the 
intercellular junctions between dsj terminal cells and adjacent WT stalk cells. As previously 
described, WT terminal cells connect to neighboring stalk cells through intercellular septate and 
adherens junctions (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015). 
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Figure 1: Dsj prevents compensatory stalk cell branching. Filleted 3rd instar larvae are shown. 
The terminal cell clone marker (btl>GFP, green), adherens junctions (DE-cadherin, red) and tube 
(UV, blue) are shown. (A-B) A control terminal cell connects to a neighboring stalk cell through 
a single intercellular junction (A-A”).  A dsj terminal cell makes three intercellular connections 
with the neighboring stalk cell (B-B”). (C) Quantification of the frequency of junction 
phenotypes. First column, terminal cell with seamless tubes; second column, terminal cell with 
multiple connections (class 1 defect); third column, terminal cell with extended and branched 
autocellular tubes (class 2 defect). Statistical significance was determined by Fisher exact 
probability test. Scale Bar 10µm. 
We have previously reported that ~4%(N=84) of control terminal cells make two or more 
connections with neighboring stalk cells, in what we described as a class 1 junction phenotype 
(Francis and Ghabrial, 2015). In dsj terminal cells, 72%(N=54) of cells had the class 1 phenotype, 
while an additional, 4% (N=54) of dsj terminal cells exhibited long extensions of auto-cellular 
tube that end in small intracellular junctions previously described (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015)as 
a class 2 phenotype (Fig. 1C). This junction phenotype is not observed in control cells under 
standard conditions (Fig. 1A,C). Given our previous data indicating that the ectopic auto-cellular 
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tubes belong to neighboring stalk cell we conclude that in terminal cells Dsj prevents hypertrophy 
and branching of neighboring stalk cells.  
Crb and aPKC proteins are properly localized in dsj terminal cells.  
 
We have previously reported that terminal cell localization of apical membrane determinants 
prevents abnormal stalk cell branching (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015). To begin unraveling the 
mechanism by which Dsj prevents hypertrophy and branching of adjacent stalk cells, we 
examined the localization of two apical determinants: atypical protein kinase (aPKC) and Crumbs 
(Crb). As in control terminal cells, both aPKC and Crbs were localized to the apical membrane of 
dsj terminal cells (Fig. 2A-D’). Although, Crbs levels appeared enhanced in dsj terminal cells 
compared to control, the corrugated appearance of dsj tube lumens made it difficult to ascertain 
whether aPKC and Crbs protein levels were significantly different from that of control terminal 
cells (Fig. 2D-D’). Nonetheless, the presence of apical polarity proteins along the lumen of dsj 
terminal cells suggests that dsj does not affect their localization.  
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Figure 2: dsj localizes polarity proteins to the apical membrane. Filleted 3rd instar larvae are 
shown with aPKC (magenta), Crb::GFP (yellow) and the tube (UV, blue). (A-B) aPKC is 
localized to the apical membrane surrounding the tube in control and dsj terminal cells. (C-D) 
Expression of a Crb::GFP knock in allele, revealed the presence of endogenous Crb along both 
control (outlined in C’ from boxed region in C) and dsj RNAi expressing terminal cells(outlined 
in D’ from boxed region in D) . Crb appears enhanced along dsj terminal cell tubes (D’) 
compared to control (C’). Scale Bar 10µm. 
dsj encodes a protein archease.  
 
To better understand the function of dsj in the context of the terminal cell to stalk cell interface, 
we mapped the mutation (Fig. 3A). We found a G to A missense mutation at position 438 in the 
third exon of the gene CG6353, which encodes an Archease, the Drosophila orthologue of human 
ZBTB8OS (Fig. 3B). The missense mutation converts a highly conserved Glycine (G) 115 to 
glutamic acid (E) creating a loss of function allele (fig. 3B,C). Archeases are implicated in DNA 
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or RNA metabolism and enhance transfer RNA (tRNA) ligation kinetics and overall tRNA 
maturation (Auxilien et al., 2007; Desai et al., 2014; Popow et al., 2014).   
 
Figure 3: dsj encodes a protein archease  
(A) dsj was mapped to a region between the visible recessive markers ebony (e) and claret (ca). 
Deficiency mapping identified a 101.4 kbp region. (B) A schematic of the protein encoded by dsj 
with the normal codon to the left and the affected codon with the changed nucleotide (red) on the 
right with the amino acids above.  A missense mutation identified in the 3rd exon of CG6353 
changes a highly conserved (C, amino acid in red) glycine to a glutamic acid (B). (D-I) Fillet 3rd 
instar larvae are shown. The cytoplasm (GFP, green), adherens junction (DE-cadherin or β-
catenin, red), Dsj (HA, yellow) and the tube (UV, blue) are shown. (D-E) Knockdown of CG6353 
phenocopies dsj terminal cell defects. (D-D”) A control terminal cell with a single intracellular 
junction at the terminal to stalk cell interface and a CG6353 depleted terminal cell with a class I 
defect (E-E”). (F) Quantification of the frequency of junction phenotypes (refer to Fig. 1 for key) 
(G-I) HA-tagged WT dsj cDNA rescues dsj terminal cell defects. (G) A dsj terminal cell with 
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class I defects. (H) Expression of UAS-HA-Dsj in dsj terminal cells restores branching and 
normal junction phenotypes. (I) HA-Dsj localized primarily to the terminal cells nucleus. 
Statistical significance was determined by the Fischer exact probability test. Scale Bar 10µm 
To confirm gene identity we expressed a CG6353 RNAi in terminal cells. Terminal cell 
specific depletion of CG6353 resulted in (43%, N=76) of class I defects and (37%, N=76) of class 
II defects (Fig.3 E-E”,F). The increased frequency of class II defects upon dsj knock down 
compared to dsj terminal cells, suggests the existence of maternally deposited dsj mRNA or early 
zygotic transcription prior to clone induction. The presence of maternal products was consistent 
with survival of dsj homozygous animals until the 2nd larval instar and the absence of dsj 
maternal-zygotic embryos (data not shown). As a further confirmation of gene identity expression 
of a WT dsj cDNA in dsj terminal cells restored branching and junction phenotypes to WT (Fig. 3 
G,H). Overall, our data indicates that dsj encodes an Archease.  
Dsj localizes to tracheal cell nuclei during larval stages. 
 
Given the previously characterized role for protein archeases in RNA or DNA processing, we 
investigated the localization of Dsj in larval tracheal cells. We observed strong nuclear 
localization in tracheal cells expressing a functional WT dsj cDNA with an N-terminal HA tag 
(Fig. 3I).  Although, we were unable to identify a canonical nuclear localization signal in within 
Dsj protein sequence, nuclear localization is consistent with a role for dsj in tRNA 
maturation(Hopper and Shaheen, 2008).  
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Preventing tRNAse processing and export in terminal cells reproduces dsj phenotypes.  
 
Archeases chaperone tRNA ligation factors that in turn increases synthesis of mature tRNAs 
(Desai et al., 2014; Popow et al., 2014). tRNA maturation is a multi-step process that begins with 
tRNA intron splicing and 3’ end ligation followed by 5’ and 3’ end processing(Yoshihisa, 2014). 
The endoribonuclease tRNAse Z (the drosophila homologue of human ELAC1) removes the 3’ 
ends (Takaku et al., 2003). Removal of the 3’ ends is followed by the CCA addition that prepares 
tRNAs for amino acid addition and nuclear export (Hopper and Shaheen, 2008). To determine if 
dsj defects are associated with loss of tRNA processing, we depleted tRNAseZ jhl-1 from terminal 
cells and assessed the junction phenotypes. We observed that 23% and 45% (N=47) of tRNAseZ 
jhl-1 depleted terminal cells displayed class I defects and class II defects, respectively (Fig. 4A-
A”,B). Additionally, preventing total RNA nuclear export by terminal cell depletion of NTF2-
related export protein 1 (NXT1) led to class I and class II defects in 43% and 26% (N=46) of 
cells, respectively (Fig 4B). Thus, Dsj affects tRNA maturation in the terminal cell to prevent of 
stalk cell compensatory branching.  
 
Figure 4: Compromising tRNA maturation phenocopies dsj. Terminal cell cytoplasm 
(dSRF>GFP, green), adherens junctions (β-catenin, red) and the tube (UV, blue) of fillet 3rd instar 
larvae are shown. (A) A schematic of the micrograph in (A’-A”) of a pruned tRNAseZ jhl-1 
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depleted terminal cell with class 1 junction defects. Quantification of junction phenotypes in 
tRNAseZ jhl-1 and NXT1 depleted terminal cells (B). Statistical significance was determined by the 
Fischer exact probability test. Scale Bar 10µm.   
vATPase and Rheb localize Dsj to terminal cell nuclei  
okg and cnj (which encode two vATPase subunits) shares similar phenotypes with dsj and we 
sought to determine whether v-ATPase activity regulates dsj localization. In contrast to a robust 
nuclear signal in WT terminal cells (n=3) and adjacent cnj heterozygous stalk cells (Fig. 5 B, 
arrow), Dsj was absent from cnj terminal cell nuclei (Fig. 5B-B”). Instead, Dsj accumulated in 
distal regions of cnj terminal cells (Fig. 5B’” n=6) indicating that vATPase activity was required 
for trafficking Dsj to the nucleus. 
 
Fig. 5 Dsj is mislocalized in cnj and Rheb terminal cells . Filleted 3rd instar larvae are shown. 
Dsj (HA, yellow) and the nucleus (Hoechst, blue) are shown. (A-B”’) vATPase activity affects 
Dsj nuclear import. (A-A”’) Dsj localizes to WT terminal cell and cnj heterozygous stalk cell 
nuclei (B, arrow), but not cnj nuclei (B’,B” arrowhead from box in B). Small and scattered Dsj 
puncta in control terminal cells (A”’ boxed in A), accumulate in large clumps in cnj terminal cells 
(B’” boxed in B). (C-D” ). Rheb localizes Dsj to the nucleus. (C-C’) Dsj is tightly associated with 
the nucleus (C’ boxed in C) in control terminal cells, while extra-nuclear Dsj localizes along 
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Rheb terminal cell tubes (D’, boxed in D). Both Rheb and Cnj nuclei are small (B’, D”) compared 
to controls (C”). Scale Bar 10µm 
We and others have reported that the vATPase acts genetically downstream of the Tor pathway to 
regulate apical membrane growth (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015; Gleixner et al., 2014)). Tor 
regulates cell growth through protein synthesis and the small GTPase Rheb activates Tor (Wang 
and Proud, 2009). We examined Dsj localization in rheb mutant terminal cells, which abrogate 
Tor activity, to determine whether Tor localizes Dsj. Dsj was predominantly nuclear in 85% 
(n=7) of control terminal cells with 14%(n=7) showing both cytoplasmic and nuclear Dsj (Fig. 5 
C-C’). However, Dsj greatly expanded into the cytoplasm 66%(n=15) of Rheb terminal cells (Fig. 
5 D-D”). This suggested that Rheb promotes Dsj nuclear import or limits export. Overall, both 
vATPase and Rheb activity, which acts within the Tor pathway, effect Dsj nuclear localization.  
Dsj acts genetically downstream of Tor 
	  
The Tor pathway control cell growth in part by modulating protein synthesis (Grewal, 2009; 
Hietakangas and Cohen, 2009). We hypothesized that Dsj, a chaperone to the tRNA ligation 
complex, would be potential Tor downstream effector. Thus we sought to determine whether Dsj 
acts genetically downstream of the Tor pathway.  
Activation of the Tor pathway increases cell size as demonstrated by mutations in the 
negative Tor regulator tuberous sclerosis 1 (TSC1).  TSC1 terminal cell soma are enlarged and 
have increased branching compared to control (Fig. S2 A,B). We reasoned that if Dsj acted 
downstream of Tor, depleting dsj in TSC1 terminal cells should reduce terminal cell size. Indeed, 
we observed that while control and TSC1 mutant terminal cells were branched, dsj depleted TSC1 
terminal cells were substantial pruned and small (Fig. S2C).  This indicated that Dsj acts 
genetically downstream of Tor to increase terminal cell branch outgrowth.  
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As another test of whether dsj was downstream of Tor, we expressed the Tor activator 
Rheb in dsj terminal cells. We found that expression of Rheb failed to rescue dsj defects (Fig. 6). 
Taken together, these results suggest that dsj acts genetically downstream of Tor to promote 
tRNA maturation, protein synthesis and terminal cell growth.  
 
Figure 6: Expression if Rheb in dsj terminal cells fails to rescue junction defects.  
Quantification of junction defects in dsj heterozygous or homozygous terminal cells expressing 
UAS-Rheb. For the Key, refer to Figure 1 legend. Expression of UAS-Rheb failed to reduce class 
1 and class2 defects in dsj terminal cells. Statistical significance was determined by the Fischer 
exact probability test.  
DISCUSSION: 
 
Our data suggests that dsj is a potential effector of Tor during protein translation 
activated in response to nutrients and growth signals. There are three known downstream 
effectors for Tor dependent protein synthesis. The first is 4E binding protein 1 (4EBP1), an 
inhibitor of the translation initiator complex. The second is S6 kinase that is responsible for the 
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ribosome assembly during mRNA translation (Grewal, 2009; Ma and Blenis, 2009; Zhang et al., 
2000). The third is the Polymerase III repressor Maf1, that is inhibited by Tor to initiate tRNA 
transcription (Grewal, 2014). Additionally, Tor kinase activity has been shown to sequester 
tRNAs into the nucleus during amino acid deprivation(Whitney et al., 2007). Our data shows that 
the upstream Tor activator Rheb and the vATPase localize Dsj to the nucleus, indicating that Dsj 
may function as an effector of protein synthesis downstream of the Tor pathway. 
Dsj in known to act as a chaperone for proteins in the tRNA ligation complex(Desai et 
al., 2014; Popow et al., 2014). The ligation of tRNAs is a vital step that leads to tRNA maturation 
required for protein synthesis and cell growth (Grewal, 2014). Consistent with the role of dsj in 
tRNA processing, we demonstrate that terminal cell depletion of the tRNA endoribonuclease, 
tRNAseZ jhl-1 phenocopies the compensatory branching defects found in dsj.  Thus, Dsj could be a 
potential Tor pathway effector and points to an additional mechanism by which Tor controls 
tRNAs and protein translation.  
Nuclear localization of Dsj is consistent with its role in tRNA processing, but no 
canonical nuclear localization signal was identified. This suggests that Dsj nuclear import relies 
on a nuclear import protein. Additionally, Dsj trafficking to the nucleus depends on vATPase 
activity. We hypothesize that Dsj attached to nuclear import protein may be stuck within the early 
endosome, lysosome or trans Golgi compartments since we previously identified that impaired 
vATPase activity relegates Crbs to these compartments (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015). Disruption 
of vesicle trafficking within the cell may also disrupt trafficking of proteins to the nucleus.  
Given the previously identified role for Dsj in tRNA ligation, we hypothesize that Dsj 
may act downstream of the Tor pathway during terminal cell growth. However, apart from the 
shared terminal cell growth defects that elicit compensatory stalk cell branching, Tor and 
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vATPase mutants do not share two dsj phenotypes. The first phenotype is the proper localization 
of apical polarity proteins in dsj terminal cells that are mis-localized in vATPase and Tor deficient 
terminal cells. This suggests that Dsj may act downstream of apical polarity proteins or that Tor 
controls Dsj in parallel to the vATPase. The second phenotype is the seamless tube defect in dsj 
terminal cells, which is not observed in either, Rheb or vATPase mutants. This could be due to the 
fact that most vATPase mutant terminal cells are highly pruned and the seamless tube within 
them are difficult to discern due to their small size and tangled appearance, regardless, stretches 
of seamless tubes that could be identified appeared uniform. Furthermore, the seamless tube 
defect is not due to a background mutation on the dsj chromosome, since the defects were rescued 
by WT dsj cDNA expression. One explanation could be that maintenance of uniform seamless 
tubes is a tRNA independent Dsj function. Alternatively, the missense mutation in Dsj confers a 
novel function in seamless tube formation that may be separate from tRNA maturation. Further 
experiments will address the potentially novel function of Dsj in terminal cell growth.  
In summary, we show that Archeases prevent stalk cell compensatory branching, perhaps 
through the regulation of tRNAs. It would be interesting to see whether tRNA localization and 
processing are affected in dsj terminal cells. Given the role of tRNAs in translation, blocking 
translation without inducing cell death may disturb terminal cells growth. Because terminal cells 
seem to be sensitive to growth restriction it would be interesting to identify the proteins most 
affected by defective translation since these would be potentially important for regulating 
terminal cell growth.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  
Fly stocks: btl>Gal4, FRT 82B UAS-GFP RNAi; FRT 82B dsj 356/ TM3, FRT 82B TSC1 jgj (Ghabrial 
et al., 2011), FRT82B cnj 356/ TM6(Francis and Ghabrial, 2015), SRF>GAL4( gift of M.Metzstein, 
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Utah), UAS-CG6353 HMS02543 (dsj) RNAi , UAS-tRNAse Z jhl-1 HMC03826 RNAi , UAS-NXT1 GL00414 
RNAi, UAS-Rheb.Pa (Bloomington), and Crb::GFP (Huang et al., 2011).  
Immunoflourescence: 3rd instar larvae were filleted and fixed in 4% PFA (EMS) for 15 minutes at 
room temp.  Antibodies used: Rat anti-DE-Cadherin (1:50, DSHB), Rb anti-aPKC (PKCz, 1:200, 
Santa Cruz), Rat anti-Crumbs (1:100, gift of E. Knust, Dresden, Germany), Ck anti-GFP 
(1:1,000, Invitrogen A10262). Larvae were mounted in aqua polymount (Polysciences), and 
images were acquired on a Leica DM5500 and DMI6000 B microscopes. Z stacks were captured 
and processed with Leica and Fiji (imageJ) software. Projected z stacks are shown, unless noted 
otherwise. Statistical significance was determined using the fisher exact probability test 
(www.vasserstats.net)  
Rescue construct: 
Generation of UASt–HA-dsj: CG6353 complementary DNA FI17516 (DGRC) was used as a 
template for PCR primers. A PCR product containing an N-terminal HA tag was sub-cloned into 
pUAST ((Brand and Perrimon, 1993)). The transgene was injected into W1118 embryos to 
generate UAS-HA-dsj transgenic flies.  
RNAi expression 
SRF fused to GAL4 drove expression of UAS-CG6353 HMS02543 RNAi , UAS-tRNAse Z jhl-1 
HMC03826 , UAS-NXT1 GL00414 and UAS-GFP. Flies were kept at 29 degress and 3rd instar larvae 
were collected.  
Transgene rescue of dsj TCs:  
The following crosses were carried out: 
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UAS-HA-dsj; FRT82B dsj356 /TM6B flies were crossed to btl-GAL4, UAS-RFP/CyO; FRT82B 
Tubulin Gal80 /TM6B. Mosaic larvae with GFP marked clones were collected for 
immunostaining.  
 
Sequence analyses:  
dsj genomic DNA and control genomic DNA from the parental strain on which dsj mutations 
were induced, were amplified by PCR and sequenced. The following primers were used: CG6353 
genomic region 
F1 5'- GCATAGATGGTCACACTAAGCGG -3' 
R1 5'- AAATCGCTCGGTGTTACCAGC -3' 
F2  5'- TCAGTAGGGAGAACTTCCTGCTGC -3' 
R2 5'- TGGATTCTGTCAAATGGGAAGG -3' 
F3 5'- CAAAAACAACAAGTGTGCCCG -3' 
R3 5'- ATTGCCTTCACTTCGGTGCC -3' 
F4 5'- TGTGACTGTTCTGTTTCAACCCC -3' 
Epistasis Experiments: 
The following crosses were carried out: 
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UAS-Rheb (homozygous on the 2nd), FRT 82B dsj / TM6 males were crossed to btl>Gal4, UAS-
GFP, FRT 82B UAS-GFP RNAi females to generate clones. Junction phenotypes of GFP marked 
terminal cells were compared to unmarked terminal cells within the same larvae.  
UAS-CG6353 HMS02543 RNAi (homozygous on 2nd), FRT 82B TSC1/TM3 males were crossed to 
btl>Gal4, UAS-GFP, FRT 82B UAS-GFP RNAi females. Mosaic larvae were collected, filleted, 
immunostained and imaged.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. S1: dsj seamless tubes are abnormal.  Heat killed 3rd Instar larvae are shown. Gas filling 
(Bright Field) and clone marker (btl>GFP, green) are visible. (A) Control terminal cell tubes are 
gas filled , but a large gap is present within a dsj terminal cell at the terminal to stalk cell  
interface (B, B’ asterisk).  (C-F) Clone marker (btl>GFP, green), tubes (UV autoflourescence, 
blue) and apical membrane (Wkd, magenta) are shown in 3rd instar larval fillets.  A uniform and 
continuous seamless tube is found in control terminal cells (C-C”). Dsj terminal cell apical 
membrane is discontinuous (D-D”). (E-F) Small bulges account for tube discontinuities. (E-E”) 
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Uniform cytoplasm is found along control terminal cell tubes, but small bulges disrupt dsj apical 
membranes (F”, arrows boxed in F). Scale Bar 10µm 
 
 
Fig. S2: dsj is genetically downstream of Tor.  (A-C) Terminal cell (btl>GFP, green) are shown 
in 3rd instar larval fillets.  (A) The cell soma and branches of a WT terminal cell are shown. (B) A 
TSC1 terminal cell has an enlarged soma, with increased branching, while depletion of dsj in 
TSC1 terminal cells were pruned and small(C). Scale Bar 10µm 
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CHAPTER 4: TERMINAL CELL GROWTH REGULATES STALK CELL 
HYPERTROPHY AND BRANCHING. 
	  
ABSTRACT Interconnected networks of tubes are critical for the physiological function 
of most organs and glands. Networks of tubes are subject to the demands of a growing animal. 
However, the mechanisms that maintain stable connections between different types of tubes are 
unknown. We use the Drosophila tracheal system as a model to study tube connectivity. The 
Drosophila trachea is composed of three epithelial tubes types: the multi-cellular tube is 
composed of multiple cells interconnected through adherens and septate junctions around a tube, 
while auto-cellular tubes from when a single cell wraps around itself and creates a junction with 
its own membrane and the seamless tube which forms intracellularly. In the Drosophila trachea, 
multi-cellular tubes are found in the dorsal trunk, while stalk cells create within tracheal branches 
form autocellular tubes and at branch tips fusion cell and terminal cells form seamless tubes. We 
previously identified three mutants, oak gall(okg), conjoined(cnj) and disjointed(dsj) that alter the 
connection between the stalk cell and the terminal cell. Through the analysis of these mutants, we 
found a previously unappreciated ability of WT stalk cells to invade pruned terminal cells. Here 
we confirm that pruned terminal cells stimulate stalk cell compensatory branching. Additionally, 
we show that terminal cells grow by increasing their DNA content through endoreplication and 
that stalk cell hypertrophy leads to endocycle entry. Finally, we show that inhibition of the Hippo 
pathway in stalk cells is sufficient to induce hypertrophy and branching independent of FGFR/btl 
signaling. Overall our data suggests that inactivation of Hippo signaling together with 
endoreplication are sufficient for stalk cell hypertrophy and branching adjacent to pruned terminal 
cells.  
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INTRODUCTION: Most organs and glands are composed of branched networks of 
interconnected tubes that perform vital tasks such as transport, homeostasis, and filtration 
required for animal viability. During animal development, interconnected networks of tubes must 
meet the demands that accompany animal growth and prior work shows that connections between 
different tubes types are subject to remodeling (Song et al., 2013). Yet, how different types of 
tubes remain interconnected during animal development is nebulous. Due to the complexity of 
most vertebrate systems it is nearly impossible to study the role changes in cell shape play during 
tube connectivity.  Here we use the Drosophila tracheal system as a simplified model to study 
epithelial tube connectivity. In particular, this section, as in the previous two chapters, will focus 
on the connection between two types of epithelial tubes found in the dorsal branches of the 
trachea: the autocellular tube and the seamless tube. Within the dorsal branches, stalk cells form 
the autocellular tube by a wrapping and self-adhesion mechanism. Stalk cell autocellular tubes 
connect through a single intercellular junction to highly ramified terminal cells that create 
seamless tubes intracellularly.  
Terminal cells mediate gas exchange with outlying tissues and begin to ramify during late 
embryonic stages continuing to grow until late larval stages. As the larva grows, each larval instar 
is separated by molts, during which the cuticle within the tracheal tubes is discarded and replaced 
(Glasheen et al., 2010). Terminal cell branching keeps up with larval growth by responding to 
hypoxia by activating FGFR/btl (Centanin et al., 2008). At the last stage of larval development 
full grown larvae stop feeding to prepare for pupation.  
Two growth pathways, the target of Rapamycin (Tor) and Hippo pathway, control growth 
and their actions often intersect (Tumaneng et al., 2012). In the Hippo pathway, the upstream 
serine/threonine kinase Hippo phosphorylates the kinase Warts (wts) that inhibits the nuclear 
import of transcriptional activator Yorkie that activates targets genes involved in cell 
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growth(Johnson and Halder, 2014; Tumaneng et al., 2012). In the Tor pathway, growth factors 
inactivate the GAP tuberous sclerosis 1 (TSC1) leading to the activation of the small GTPase 
Rheb. Rheb activates Tor resulting in the phosphorylation and activation of downstream effectors, 
such as S6 kinase required for cell growth. In an example of cross talk between the Hippo and 
Tor pathways, where inactivation of the mammalian homologue of Hippo in hepatocellular 
carcinoma cell lines, phosphorylates S6 Kinase (Zhou et al., 2009). In addition, both Hippo and 
Tor regulate DNA replication and polyploidy(Jiang et al., 2014; Pierce et al., 2004; Zielke et al., 
2011). Thus, both Hippo and Tor pathways can coordinate cell growth. 
 Many post-mitotic tissues increase grow by multiplying their DNA content using 
endocycles, a modified cell cycle that only contains G1 and S phases (Lee et al., 2009; Orr-
Weaver, 2015). S-phase entry is controlled by genes that act downstream of Tor and Hippo 
pathways (Zhang et al., 2000). For example Tor has been shown to regulate the transcription 
factor, dE2F1, which initiates S-phase by transcribing Cyclin E (Duronio et al., 1995; Zielke et 
al., 2011). Endoreplication occurs in most cells during larval growth and the stalk cells in the 
posterior branches of the larval trachea have been shown to endoreplicate(Weaver and Krasnow, 
2008). 
Here we show that endoreplication is required for terminal cell growth, which occurs in a 
burst between 2nd and 3rd instar stages. Surprisingly, we find that endoreplication ceases during 3rd 
instar larval stage tracheal growth, consistent with previous observations (Guha and Kornberg, 
2005). However, we find that endoreplication is still required during early terminal cell growth as 
dE2F1 mutant terminal cells are pruned. We previously discovered an unappreciated ability of 
stalk cells to hypertrophy and branch adjacent to pruned or injured terminal cells.  Here we show 
that inactivating the Hippo pathway induce stalk cell hypertrophy and branching. We find that 
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compensatory stalk cell branching adjacent to defective terminal cells is independent of FGFR/btl 
activity, but may result from endoreplication.  
RESULTS: 
Significant terminal cell growth occurs between 2nd to 3rd larval instars.  
 
We previously showed that terminal cell apical elongation and branching prevent hypertrophy 
and branching of adjacent stalk cells, but terminal cell branching during larval development has 
not been examined (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015) and Chapter 3). To this end, we performed a 
careful analysis of terminal cell growth. We observed extensive growth in terminal cells from 2nd 
to 3rd instar larval stages (Fig. 1A-C”). To quantify the amount of branching that occurred during 
these stages we used sholl analysis on intact terminal cells as previously described (Schottenfeld-
Roames et al., 2014). We observed that branch number increased precipitously between 2nd to 3rd 
instar, but not during late 3rd instar (Fig.1 D), which was consistent with our qualitative 
observations.  
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Figure 1: Extensive terminal cell branching from 2nd to 3rd larval instar stages. Heat killed 
larvae expressing btl>GFP (green) are shown. Dorsal branch terminal cells from 2nd instar (A) 
have at least four to five branches (A’ boxed in A), while branching and terminal cell size 
increases during 3rd larval instar stages (B-C’). Sholl analysis of WT dorsal branch terminal cells 
from 2nd (n= 7 terminal cells), early 3rd (n= 7 terminal cells) and late 3rd (n= 6 terminal cells) instar 
larvae (D).  ** indicate a significant difference between 2nd instar and early and late 3rd instars, 
p<0.01. No significant difference in branch intersections was observed between early and late 3rd 
larval instars.  Significance was calculated using student’s T-Test. Scale bar 50 µm. 
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The trachea ceases to endoreplicate during 3rd instar stages 
	  
To explore the mechanism of terminal cell growth, we focused on endoreplication as a 
means of increasing cell size. Endoreplication is associated with post-mitotic cell growth, where 
cell size is scaled to nuclear content (Lee et al., 2009; Orr-Weaver, 2015). Tracheal cells, like 
many larval cell types, are post-mitotic and previous analysis revealed that posterior dorsal 
branch stalk endoreplicate during larval stages (Weaver and Krasnow, 2008). However the 
endoreplicative potential of terminal cells remains unknown. We sought to determine whether 
increased DNA replication correlated with the observed terminal cell growth. To achieve this 2nd 
and early 3rd instar larvae were fed Edu laced food and collected at late third instar. While larvae 
fed Edu at 2nd instar incorporated Edu throughout the trachea (Fig.2 A-B’, n=7 larvae), larvae fed 
Edu at early 3rd instar lacked Edu in all tracheal cells, with the exception of occasional labeling of 
fusion cell and cycling tracheoblasts (Fig. 2 C-C’, n= 3 larvae). Meanwhile, Edu incorporation 
was observed in all other larval tissues (Fig2 D-D’).  These data indicate that tracheal DNA 
replication occurs prior to 3rd instar terminal cell growth.  
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Figure 2: Terminal cells incorporate Edu during 2nd, but not 3rd instar stages.  
Filleted 3rd instar larvae are shown labeled with the S-phase marker Edu (magenta) and a nuclear 
marker (Hoechst, blue). Dorsal branch terminal cells (A, A’) and muscle cells (B,B’) from larvae 
fed Edu at 2nd instar and collected at 3rd instar incorporated Edu in the trachea. In contrast, 
terminal cells (C.C’) from larvae fed at 3rd instar, which were not Edu positive, while muscle cells 
incorporated Edu (D, D’). Scale bar 10µm. 
Blocking terminal cell endocycles by modifying dE2F1 levels induces compensatory stalk cell 
branching. 
 
The transcription factor de2f1 is required for the G1-S cell cycle transition that occurs 
during endoreplication in post-mitotic tissues (Orr-Weaver, 2015). To determine whether 
endoreplication was necessary for terminal cell growth, we examined de2f1 mutant terminal cells.  
de2f1 terminal cells were pruned with gas-filling defects (Fig. 3A-B’ and data not shown). In 
addition, 57% (N=28) of de2f1 terminal cells displayed class 1 defects and 4% (N=28) displayed 
class 2 defects (Fig 3A-B’,C).  This suggested that endoreplication was required for terminal cell 
growth and prevents stalk cell compensatory branching.  
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Next we tested whether de2f1 was sufficient for terminal cell growth. We expressed a 
stabilized form of de2f1  (de2f1 stable) in terminal cells, that blocks its degradation by Cullin 
ubiquitin ligases (Asano et al., 1996; Zielke et al., 2011). The inability to degrade de2f1 1 during 
G1 and its prolonged presence during S-phase leads to apoptosis and tissue overgrowth(Davidson 
and Duronio, 2012; Shibutani et al., 2008). Terminal cells that expressed WT de2f1 branched 
normally without statistically significant junction defects (Fig. 3 D-E’, G).  Surprisingly, instead 
of enhanced growth, we found that de2f1 stable pruned terminal cells with, 36% (n=66) of class 1 
and 38% of class 2 defects (Fig. 3 F, F’, G). Our data suggests that appropriate dE2F1 activity is 
required for terminal cell growth.  
Hypoxia does not induce stalk cell invasion. 
 
Terminal cell branching results in the oxygenation of outlying tissues and hypoxia 
stimulates new terminal cell branch outgrowth(Centanin et al., 2008). In addition, the mutant 
terminal cells we have analyzed are pruned with gas-filling defects and we sought to determine 
which of these defects stimulate stalk cell compensatory responses (chapters 2,3). To accomplish 
this, we examined the junction defects of several mutants with different terminal cell phenotypes. 
Initially, we examined whether branched, but gas-filling defective terminal cells elicited stalk cell 
compensatory branching. A mutation in the gene knickkopf (knk), encodes a chitin modifying 
protein that when mutated results in abnormal lumen morphology and a complete lack of gas 
filling, while branching is unaffected(Devine et al., 2005; Ghabrial et al., 2011). We found that 
gas filling defective, but otherwise branched knk terminal cells did not induce stalk cell branching 
(Table 1).  Interestingly, defective lumen morphology failed to induce stalk cell invasion. These 
results indicated that defective gas filling fails to induce stalk cell compensatory branching.  
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Figure 3: Tempered E2F levels are required for terminal cell growth. Filleted 3rd instar larvae 
are shown. The terminal cell cytoplasm (SRF>GFP or btl>GFP, green), adherens junctions (De-
cadherin, red) and the tube (UV, blue) are shown. (A-B) de2f1 terminal cells are associated with 
branched stalk cells (B, B’), while control cells have normal junction phenotypes (A, A’). 
Quantification of the frequency of junction phenotypes (C). The first column: terminal cells have 
seamless tubes, second column: class 1 defects and the third column: class 2 defects. (D-G) 
Modulation of de2f1 levels affects terminal cell branching. (D-E’) Both control and de2f1 
expressing terminal cells are branched (D-E’), while expression of stabilized de2f1 results in 
terminal cell pruning and induces stalk cell branching (F, F’). Quantification of junction defects 
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in control, de2f1 and de2f1 stable terminal cells (G). Statistical significance is determined by 
Fischer’s exact probability. Scale bar 10µm.  
Pruned, but otherwise gas-filled terminal cell illicit stalk cell compensatory branching 
	  
Next, we tested whether pruned, but otherwise gas-filled terminal cells stimulate stalk 
cell compensatory branching. We chose three mutants with normal air-filling: the first was 
branched but small (sprout, a mutation in the insulin receptor), the second was pruned  (denuded, 
a mutation in a mitochondrial protein)(Hopper and Shaheen, 2008), and the third was pruned with 
excessive polarity protein localization at the apical membrane (Syx7 brd1615) (Hopper and Shaheen, 
2008). All three mutants had a statistically significant increase in class 1 defects while denuded 
and Syx7 brd1615 had class 2 defects (Table 1). These results imply that terminal cell size and 
branching influence stalk cell behavior.  
Our results suggest that pruned terminal cell morphology induces stalk cell compensatory 
branching. Terminal cell pruning can result from defects in initial branch outgrowth, or from 
subsequent branch collapse. We asked whether stalk cells responded to defects in branch 
outgrowth or progressive pruning of otherwise normal branches. To test this, we interrogated 
tendrils terminal cells that have a mutation in the talin gene, which is required for proper integrin 
binding and results in progressive pruning (Francis and Ghabrial, 2015; Gleixner et al., 2014). 
tendrils terminal cells did not have a statistically significant difference in class 1 defects. This 
indicates that collapsed, but otherwise normally formed branches do not induce stalk cell 
compensation or that pruned and collapsed branches cannot generate tension to pull on 
neighboring stalk cells.  
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Excessive terminal cell branching does not induce stalk cell compensation. 
	  
Our previous results indicate that pruned terminal cells with defective apical protein 
localization can induce stalk cell compensatory branching. We reasoned that excessive branching 
strains apical membrane resources and results in stalk cell compensation. To test this, we 
interrogated junction defects in enlarged (TSC1) mutants with increased branching and found a 
statistically significant increase in class I defects (Table 1).  To test if the class 1 defects in TSC1 
terminal cells resulted from excessively branched terminal cells we analyzed warts (wts 1483) 
terminal cells that phenocopy over-activated FGFR/btl (Grewal, 2009; Hietakangas and Cohen, 
2009). Stalk cells failed to compensate for excessively branched Wts 1483 terminal cells (Table 1). 
These data indicate that excessive branching in terminal cells is not sufficient to induce stalk cell 
invasion.  
Pan tracheal depletion of the septate junction component, Varicose induces compensatory stalk 
cell branching. 
Terminal cells and stalk cell connect through intercellular adherens and septate junctions. 
In addition to adhesion, the septate junctions can form a para-cellular barrier that allows 
molecules to diffuse from one cell to another. We wondered if terminal cell to stalk cell 
communication occurred through the septate junction and if removal of septate junction 
components results in ectopic stalk cell compensation. Interestingly, depletion of the septate 
junction component Varicose (Vari) results in stalk cell compensatory branching adjacent to 
normally branched terminal cells (observations of Y.Song). Consistent with these observations 
pan tracheal depletion of Vari did not affect terminal cell branching, but resulted in a statistically 
significant increase in both class 1 and 2 defects (Table 1). Since pan tracheal depletion of Vari 
did not affect terminal cells, which do not normally have septate junctions, it suggests that Vari is 
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not required for terminal cell growth, but may act in the stalk cells to prevent them from 
branching.  
Genotype Branching Gas-
filling 
WT 
(%) 
Class 1 
(%) 
Class 2 
(%) 
WT (n=84) Branched Yes 96 4 0 
okg696 (n=101) Pruned Partial 68 24 9 
cnj356 (n=72) Pruned Partial 67 25 8 
dsj169 (n=54) Pruned Partial 24 72 4 
Knk1343 (n=36) Branched No 92 8 0 
Syx7 brd 1615 
(n=43) 
Pruned/excess 
apical polarity 
proteins 
Yes 67 30** 2 
Denuded1520 
(n=51) 
Pruned Yes 57 41** 2 
Sprout (n=22) Branched/Small Yes 73 27** 0 
Tendrils (n=30) Pruned/collapsed Yes 87 13 0 
TSC1 (n=31) Excess 
Branching/large 
Soma 
Yes 62 31** 7 
Warts 1483(n=33) Excess Branching Yes 100 0 0 
Varicose RNAi 
(n=29) 
Branched Yes 68 32** 0 
 
Table 1: Assessment of junction phenotypes in mutants with different combination of 
branching and gas filling defects.  First Column: genotype of mosaic terminal cells, second 
column: branching phenotype, third column: gas-filling phenotypes, fourth column: WT junction 
phenotype, fifth column: class 1 junction phenotype, sixth column: class 2 junction phenotype. 
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The first three rows: okg, cnj and dsj are present for comparison ** indicates significant 
difference from control, P<0.005. Statistical significance determined by the Fischer exact 
probability test.  
Branched stalk cells endoreplicate adjacent to injured or genetically compromised terminal cells. 
	  
We and others have demonstrated that the larval trachea endoreplicates and that endoreplication 
is required for terminal cell growth (Weaver and Krasnow, 2008). Since posterior stalk cells are 
polyploid, while anterior stalk cells remain diploid (Weaver and Krasnow, 2008), we wondered 
whether posterior stalk cells endoreplicate during compensatory branching. Since tracheal cells 
fail to incorporate Edu during 3rd instar stages, early 3rd instar larvae were placed into Edu food 
after being subjected to the pinch assay. We discovered that 22.2% (N=9) of ectopically branched 
stalk cells (class 1 and 2) adjacent to injured terminal cells incorporated Edu.  
Terminal cell  
Genotype 
Unbranched 
stalk cell 
(Edu+/total) 
Branched 
Stalk cell  
(Edu+/total) Total stalk cells 
WT (0/28) (0/7) 35 
Tor.TED (0/8) (12/35) 43 
 
Table 2. Compensatory stalk cell branching and Edu incorporation. TC indicates 
terminal cell and SC indicates stalk cell. Quantification of the number of stalk cells that 
incorporate Edu next to control or Tor-DN expressing terminal cells with WT, class 1 or class 2 
junction defects is shown.  
We have previously demonstrated that stalk cell responses to terminal cell injury and 
defects intersect; we sought to determine whether stalk cells endoreplicate adjacent to genetically 
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compromised terminal cells. In control larvae, stalk cell did not incorporate Edu (n=21). Terminal 
cell expression of dominant negative Tor (Tor-DN) resulted in 81% (n=43) of branched stalk cells 
34% (n=35) of which incorporated Edu. We noticed that not all stalk cells adjacent to class 1 and 
class 2 terminal cells incorporate Edu. This suggested that either ectopically branched stalk cells 
underwent S-phase before the Edu was administered or not all stalk cells endoreplicate during 
compensatory branching. Overall, these results indicate that stalk cells undergoing compensatory 
stalk cell branching endoreplicate.  
Inactivation of Hippo signaling in stalk cells is sufficient to induce hypertrophy and branching 
adjacent to WT terminal cells.  
The Hippo and Tor pathways intersect to control organ growth (Tumaneng et al., 2012). Our 
previous data suggests that Hippo activity limits terminal cell branching (Ghabrial et al., 2011). 
Here we sought to determine whether stalk cell hypertrophy and branching results from the 
inactivation of the Hippo pathway. To inactivate the Hippo pathway in stalk cells we used a loss 
of function mutant of the downstream kinase warts (wts). We find that compared to control stalk 
cells, mutations in wts led to a significant increase in stalk cell hypertrophy and branching 
adjacent to control terminal cells (Fig. 4 A-B’, C). This suggests that stalk cells inactivate Hippo 
signaling during compensatory branching. 
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Figure 4: Inactivation of Hippo induces stalk cell hypertrophy and branching. (A-B) 
The stalk cell clone marker (btl>GFP, green), the adherens junctions (DE-cadherin, red) and the 
tube (UV, blue) of 3rd instar larvae are shown. Control stalk cells connect to unmarked terminal 
cells through a single intercellular junction (A, A’). A hypertrophic wts mutant stalk cell makes 
multiple connections with a control terminal cell (B, B”). Quantification of intercellular junction 
phenotypes of control stalk cells (black) and wts stalk cells (grey) adjacent to unmarked control 
terminal cells that can be identified based on its branched tube morphology. WT: seamless tubes 
in the terminal cell, class 1: multiple connections between the stalk cell and the terminal cell, 
class 2: extensive stalk cell branching and invasion into the terminal cell. Statistical significance 
is determined by the Fischer’s exact probability test. Scale bar 10 µm. 
FGFR pathway is not activated in branched stalk cells adjacent to pruned or injured terminal 
cells.  
FGFR/Btl limits Hippo signaling and activates serum response factor (dSRF) and pointed 
(pnt) transcription factors to control terminal cell identity and branching (Gervais and Casanova, 
2011; Ghabrial et al., 2011; Guillemin et al., 1996). dSRF protein localizes to terminal cell nuclei 
while pnt becomes restricted to the terminal cell during tracheal development (Affolter et al., 
1994; Samakovlis et al., 1996). Thus, dSRF and pnt are reliable markers of FGFR/btl activity.  
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Inhibition of Hippo signaling in the stalk cell leads to hypertrophy and branching and we 
sought to determine whether compensatory stalk cells adjacent to pruned terminal cells activate 
FGFR/btl. To test this, we examined both pnt and dSRF expression in ectopically branched stalk 
cells as a marker of FGFR/btl pathway activation. We observed that dSRF and pnt were absent 
from stalk cells adjacent to control dSRF positive terminal cells (Fig. 5A-A’, C-C’). Similarly, 
branched stalk cells adjacent to cnj terminal cells did not express dSRF or pnt (Fig. 5 B-B’, D-
D’). These data indicate that compensatory stalk cell branching is independent of FGFR/btl 
activity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Stalk cell branching does not activate FGFR/btl. Filleted 3rd instar larvae are shown. 
The clone cytoplasm (btl>GFP, green), nucleus (Hoescht, blue), tube (UV, blue), Adherens 
junctions (DE-cadherin, white and red), dSRF (pink) and pnt-LacZ (β-Gal, yellow) are shown. 
(A-D) dSRF and pnt are absent in both branched and un-branched stalk cells. Both WT terminal 
and cnj terminal cells express dSRF (A, B). While, adjacent stalk cell nuclei (A’, B’ arrow) are 
dSRF negative. Adherens junctions indicate stalk cell branching in B. (C-D) Pnt expression is 
observed in both WT and okg depleted terminal cell nuclei (C, D white asterisk). Stalk cells 
adjacent to control (C’) and okg depleted (D’) terminal cells are pnt negative. Scale bar10µm.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
Overall, our current results coupled with our previous analysis of okg, cnj, and dsj mutants, points 
to a role for normal terminal cell morphology in inhibiting stalk cell branching. Although, we find 
that overall terminal cell growth regulates stalk cell behavior, careful analysis of terminal cell 
branching during larval development has not been previously done. Here, we perform a careful 
analysis of terminal cell branching and find that the most terminal cell growth occurs between 2nd 
to 3rd instar stages. However, we show that this growth is anti-correlated with endoreplication, 
which increases cell size in post-mitotic tissues(Orr-Weaver, 2015). We hypothesize that the 
absence of DNA replication during 3rd instar larval stages prepares the trachea for pupation, as 
most polyploid tracheal cells are eliminated, so there is not need for additional growth (Weaver 
and Krasnow, 2008). Alternatively, DNA replication maybe costly and its cessation reallocate 
energy for terminal cell growth. Regardless, endoreplication during the first two larval instars is 
sufficient to permit the substantial growth in cell size that occurs during the third larval instar. 
In the terminal cells, inactivation of Hippo through wts mutants causes excessive 
branching and phenocopies ectopic FGFR/btl activation. Hippo mediates terminal cell 
overgrowth through dSRF, since wts, dSRF double mutants fail to branch (Ghabrial et al., 2011). 
In stalk cells, wts mutations lead to hypertrophy and branching, but it is not clear if FGFR/btl 
activation mediates this behavior since we have not tested whether dSRF or an additional FGFR 
effector pnt are expressed in wts stalk cells. However, dSRF or pnt expression are not observed in 
WT stalk cells that undergo compensatory branching adjacent to pruned terminal cells, suggesting 
that hypertrophy and branching in wts stalk cells may be independent of FGFR/btl activity.  
One way stalk cells hypertrophy could occur independently of FGFR/btl activity is 
through endoreplication. Hippo pathway activation prevents endoreplication through regulation of 
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the microRNA bantam in epithelial cells (Jiang et al., 2014; Tumaneng et al., 2012).  So far no 
direct evidence shows that wts stalk cell growth is a result of endoreplication. However, we show 
that stalk cells adjacent to Tor mutant terminal cells endoreplicate. Thus we propose that stalk cell 
compensatory branching is driven in part through endoreplication.  
Inactivation of Hippo signaling in wts mutants was sufficient to induce stalk cell 
hypertrophy and branching, yet hypertrophied wts stalk cells were unable to extend branches long 
distances along WT terminal cell tubes. This suggested that Hippo inactivation is only sufficient 
for hypertrophy, but not extensive branching. Thus, WT stalk cells may activate other signaling 
pathways to cause extensive branching phenotypes. We have previously shown that compensating 
stalk cells activate the Jun Kinase (JNK) pathway (Galko and Krasnow, 2004). JNK signaling in 
healthy cells regulates the engulfment of adjacent cells undergoing apoptosis (Bosch et al., 2005; 
Tamori and Deng, 2011). Therefore, extensive compensatory stalk cell branching could result 
from a combination of hypertrophy, branching, and engulfment.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Fly stocks 
The following fly stocks were used from the mutagenesis screen: FRT82B Tendrils, FRT 82B 
sprout, FRT 82B denuded1520, FRT 82B Syx7brd1615(Schottenfeld-Roames et al., 2014), FRT82B Knk1343, 
FRT82B TSC1jgj, FRT 82B wts1483, FRT 82B cnj 356 , FRT 82B okg169 ((Francis and Ghabrial, 2015) 
Fly stocks from outside sources: FRT 83B E2F rM729/bal, UAS-GFP-E2F, UAS-GFP-E2F PIP3A, 
btl>Gal4, , UAS-Tor.TED , pnt-lacZ, (Bloomington Stock Center, Indiana, USA) UAS-Varicose 
RNAi GD13798(VDRC, Vienna, Austria), SRF>GAL4 (gift of M.Mezstein, Utah). 
Tissue-specific mis-expression experiments  
SRF>GAL4 drove expression of UAS-GFP and UAS-GFP-E2F PIP3A , UAS-GFP-E2F, UAS-
Tor.TED at 29 degrees.  
Immunostaining 
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Filleted 3rd instar larvae were fixed in 4% paraformaldhyede (EMS), and washed with 0.3% 
Tween-TritonX 100 in 1X PBS. Filleted larvae were immunostained with the following 
antibodies: rt anti- DE-Cadherin (1:50, DSHB), rb anti-dSRF (1:500, DSHB), ms anti-β-gal 
(1:1,000, DSHB), ms anti-Armadillo (1:200, DSHB), rt anti-DE-cadherin (1:50, DSHB), Chicken 
anti-GFP (1:1,000, Invitrogen, A10262). Larvae were mounted in aqua polymount 
(Polysciences), and images were acquired on a Leica DM5500 and DMI6000 B microscopes. Z 
stacks were captured and processed with Leica and Fiji (imageJ) software. Projected z stacks are 
shown, unless noted otherwise. Statistical significance was determined using the fisher exact 
probability test (www.vasserstats.net)  
Edu labeling 
0.1mM Edu was mixed with standard fly food, accompanied by a few pellets of bromophenol 
blue. Pinch assay was performed as previously described on early 3rd instar larvae(Francis and 
Ghabrial, 2015). Larvae were kept at 29 degrees C for the expression of SRF> UAS-Tor.TED  or 
UAS-RFP. Larvae sorted under the dissecting microscope based on size and spiracles and 
transferred to Edu food. Late wandering 3rd instar larvae that ingested bromophenol blue were 
collected 24-48 hours later. Larvae were filleted and Edu was developed according to the Click-it 
Edu labeling kit followed by standard immunostaining (Invitrogen, C-10419).  
Scholl analysis 
2nd , early 3rd  and late 3rd instar btl>GFP; FRT 2A,FRT82B larvae were identified based on size and 
spiracle morphology. Larvae were heat killed and z-stacks of intact terminal cells from the 5th 
metamere were imaged on the Lieca DMR microscope as previously described (Schottenfeld-
Roames et al., 2014). Terminal cells were processed using the Simple Neurite tracer  and the 
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Scholl analysis plug-in using Fiji/imageJ software. Statistical significance was determined was 
based on t-Test (Excel).  
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND SPECULATION 
 Functional connections are maintained between different tube types in organs and 
glands, but due to the complexity of most vertebrate tubular networks it is difficult to study 
connectivity with cellular resolution.  Here, I use the simple epithelial tubes of the Drosophila 
tracheal system to investigate how connections between two different tube types are maintained. I 
focus on the connection between the auto-cellular tube in the stalk cell and a seamless tube in the 
terminal cell during larval growth. Using three mutants, okg, cnj, and dsj I begin to unravel the 
molecular and cell biological aspects of tube connectivity. How changes in epithelial cell size and 
shape influence tube connectivity are a main theme throughout this body of work.  
STALK CELL BRANCHING: COMPENSATORY CELLULAR HYPERTROPHY 
	  
 Cell competition within an epithelium occurs when cells that fail to grow, so 
called “loser” cells,” are eliminated by normally growing cell neighbors(Johnston, 2009; Tamori 
and Deng, 2011). In many epithelial tissues, this is achieved through the sensing of decreased cell 
growth in loser cells by neighboring winner cells through an unknown mechanism, leading to the 
activation of apoptosis in the losers. Compensatory mechanisms exist to counter-act the loss of 
“loser” cells through apoptosis that would otherwise affect epithelial integrity.  Mitotically active 
epithelial tissues use compensatory cell proliferation to repopulate regions of apoptosis or injury, 
(Johnston, 2009). In post-mitotic tissues, apoptosis of “loser” cells within an epithelial sheet is 
dealt with by the enlargement of remaining epithelial cells to maintain tissue homeostasis (Losick 
et al., 2013; Tamori and Deng, 2013) This type of cell size enhancement in response to cell loss is 
called cellular compensatory hypertrophy (CCH) (Tamori and Deng, 2014). The increased cell 
size in CCH occurs through a modified cell cycle, called an endocycle, where DNA replication, 
but not cell division occurs and leads to polyploidy (Orr-Weaver, 2015).  
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CCH has not been described among the post-mitotic epithelial tubes of the larval 
Drosophila trachea, but, in the context of compensatory stalk cell branching, the stalk cell could 
be deemed the “winner” and the mutant or injured terminal cell could be the “loser”. Consistent 
with this classification, we observed that stalk cells endoreplicate adjacent to injured or Tor 
mutant terminal cells (Chapter 4). Thus, they are capable of increasing their cell size through 
endoreplication, which essentially mimics CCH(Tamori and Deng, 2013).  
Several growth pathways that are active in the tracheal system regulate cell size. One of 
these pathways is the Hippo pathway comprised of the upstream kinase Hippo that 
phosphorylates its downstream effector warts (wts). Wts prevents Yorkie, a transcriptional 
activator required for cell growth, from entering the nucleus. We have found that wts prevents 
hypertrophy and branching in stalk cell adjacent to WT terminal cells (Chapter 4). However, 
long-range branching that extends along WT terminal cell tubes was not observed.  This indicates 
that wts mediated hypertrophy is partially responsible for the extensive branch morphology 
observed in compensating stalk cells. Furthermore, wts is suppressed by FGFR/btl activity, which 
allows the activation of the downstream FGFR/btl transcription factor Serum response factor 
(dSRF) required for terminal cell branching (Ghabrial et al., 2011). Interestingly, we find no 
indication of FGFR/btl activation in compensating wild type stalk cells (Chapter 4). These results 
lead us to speculate that WT stalk cell compensatory branching may be due to FGFR/btl-
independent Hippo inactivation. This loss of Hippo function is sufficient for cell hypertrophy but 
cannot account for the extensive branching of WT stalk cells observed when they are adjacent to 
defective terminal cells. Thus, alternative regulatory mechanisms exist to control this extensive 
branching observed during compensation in the Drosophila trachea.  
The jun kinase (JNK or basket, bsk in Drosophila) signaling pathway plays two distinct 
roles during compensatory tissue repair. JNK signaling both initiates apoptosis in the “loser” or 
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injured cell and tells the “winner” cell to engulf the “loser” cell(Tamori and Deng, 2011). In an 
injured epidermis, bystander “winner” endodermal cells activate JNK (Galko and Krasnow, 2004; 
Losick et al., 2013). During cell competition in the follicular epithelium, enlarged “winner” cells 
activate JNK adjacent to slow growing “loser” cells (Tamori and Deng, 2013). Consistent with 
these observations, we found stalk cells adjacent to injured and genetically compromised terminal 
cells also activate JNK ((Francis and Ghabrial, 2015) Chapter 2).  
In the follicular epithelium, JNK activity in the “winner” cells was required for 
engulfment of “loser” cells(Tamori and Deng, 2013). In light of these observations, we can 
interpret the extensive branching of stalk cells as a combination of compensatory branching to 
rescue defective terminal cells and engulfment. If this were true, then blocking JNK activity in 
stalk cells would prevent branching. Unfortunately, it is technically challenging to repress JNK 
activity just in the stalk cell. In the Drosophila epidermis and wing disc epithelium, activation of 
JNK is required for wound healing and dorsal closure through its affect on the actin 
cytoskeleton(Bosch et al., 2005; Galko and Krasnow, 2004). Probably due to defects in the actin 
cytoskeleton, terminal cell expression of a dominant negative form of JNK (bskDN) led to 
defective branch outgrowth and compensatory stalks cell branching (Chapter 2 Appendix Fig. 4). 
This complicates the interpretation of expressing bskDN in vATPase deficient terminal cells and 
neighboring stalk cells because it is unclear whether the defective JNK or vATPase activity is 
responsible for the increased the frequency of compensatory stalk cell branching.  Nonetheless, 
we found that blocking JNK activity in stalk cells was not sufficient to prevent stalk cell 
branching, indicating that JNK dependent engulfment may only partially account for the 
extensive stalk cell branching phenotypes.  
To be sure of this conclusion, we can use two methods to test if JNK activity in the stalk 
cell is required for compensatory branching adjacent to injured or defective terminal cells. In the 
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first approach we would injure terminal cells adjacent to stalk cell clones that express bskDN. We 
predict that if JNK is responsible for extensive stalk cell branching, expression of bskDN should 
suppress branching. In the second approach, we would disrupt JNK activity solely in stalk cells 
adjacent to vATPase mutant terminal cells. We would observe junction phenotypes between 
kayak (dFos) stalk cell clones, which lack a co factor downstream of JNK, and vATPase terminal 
cell clones labeled with different flours. If JNK dependent engulfment accounts for the extensive 
stalk cell branching, we predict that kayak stalk cells would be unable to branch next to vATPase 
mutant terminal cells.  
Overall our results in larval stalk cells are consistent with their role as “winner” cells that 
hypertrophy and branch to compensate for defects in “loser” terminal cells. We hypothesize that 
stalk cell growth is partially dependent upon the inactivation of the Hippo pathway, but we find 
that additional mechanisms, such as the insulin receptor pathway (Tamori and Deng, 2014) and 
JNK dependent cell engulfment causes the more extensive branching phenotypes.  
TENSION AS A SIGNAL FOR STALK CELL BRANCHING 
	  
What is the mechanism that transmits cell size information to neighboring cells? A 
proposed idea is that small or apoptotic cells create uneven tension across a tissue. This is 
demonstrated in the Drosophila leg epithelium, where apoptotic cells generate enough tension to 
fold tissues. The healthy cells constrict apically as a result of the tension generated by adjacent 
cell apoptosis (Monier et al., 2015).  In contrast, the tension generated by apoptotic cells in a flat 
post-mitotic epithelial sheet is thought to stimulate CCH in some remaining cells and therefore 
maintain normal tissue morphology (Tamori and Deng, 2014).  
Cell hypertrophy in response to tension is observed in cultured fibroblast and chicken 
muscle fibers. In fibroblasts, cycles of tension and relaxation leads to hypertrophy followed by 
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cell division, a process dependent on Hippo inactivation (Cui et al., 2015). In post-mitotic skeletal 
muscle cells cyclical stretching activates the Insulin Receptor (IR) pathway to increase cell size 
(Sasai et al., 2010). Further more, activation of the IR pathway is sufficient for post-mitotic 
cellular hypertrophy in the Drosophila follicular epithelium (Tamori and Deng, 2013). Although 
no direct link between endoreplication and the IR pathway has been established, Tor regulates 
dE2F1, a transcription factor that regulates the G to S phase transition during endoreplication, in 
response to nutritional stress (Hsieh et al., 2010; Zielke et al., 2011). Finally, tension between 
healthy and defective cells may occur through intercellular junctions, as blocking compensatory 
growth in healthy cells is hypothesized to rupture cell-cell contacts(Tamori and Deng, 2014). 
 How would the trachea redistribute tension as a result of terminal cell pruning? In a 
pruned terminal cell, early contacts with the surrounding tissue may be limited and growth 
defects in the terminal cell may prevent it from scaling its size with the surrounding tissue. This 
failure to “keep up” with outlying tissue growth may stretch the terminal cell, increasing the 
tension at the intercellular junction with its neighboring stalk cell. Tension has not been 
extensively studied in the trachea, however, Talin mutant terminal cells lose contact with 
surrounding tissues through defective integerin-ECM contacts leading to recoil of terminal cell 
branches, which suggests that these branches are normally under tension (Levi et al., 2006). 
Perhaps because initial branching is normal or the eventually pruned terminal cell branches lose 
contact with outlying tissues, Talin mutants do not significantly induce stalk cell branching, We 
can use the Talin mutant to test whether tension from vATPase mutant terminal cells results in 
stalk cell hypertrophy. If tension generated by pruned terminal cells stimulates stalk cell 
branching, then we predict to see a reduction in stalk cell branching adjacent to vATPase/talin 
double mutants.  
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CELL SIGNALING AS A MECHANISM FOR STALK CELL BRANCHING 
	  
 Tension alone cannot explain stalk cell behavior adjacent to terminal cells whose 
branches are injured. In these situations, terminal cell branches are cut off after most larval 
growth is complete (3rd instar) and in many cases branches are no longer attached to outlying 
tissues. So what additional mechanisms can account for the compensatory stalk cell response? We 
show that both genetic perturbation and injury induce the same response from branched 
neighboring stalk cells. However, the upstream activators of these responses may differ. I 
speculate that a secreted signal from the injured terminal cell could activate stalk cell growth. 
Further, it is possible that two separate signals, one that activates JNK and another that activates 
endoreplication, are transmitted by the terminal cell and received by the stalk cell.  
 JNK in tissue regeneration is well characterized, but the signal that activates JNK in 
response to wound healing is not known. JNK plays a well-established role in apoptosis and the 
only known activator of JNK in this context is the Drosophila homologue of TNF (Eiger) 
(Geuking et al., 2005). Since this is the only known candidate of JNK activation, it would be 
interesting to test whether Eiger has apoptosis-independent roles. It would be of interest to 
determine if defective terminal cells express Eiger and whether this expression activates puc in 
stalk cells.  To test this we could observe the frequency of stalk cell branching adjacent to injured 
eiger mutant terminal cells. If Eiger is produced by the injured terminal cell to trigger stalk cell 
branching or puc expression, we predict that this would be suppressed in injured eiger terminal 
cells.  
Tension can activate IR in response to tissue damage or cell death, but other mechanisms 
that activate IR dependent CCH, such as the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by 
wounded or dying cells, remains unexplored. It has been shown that production of ROS at low 
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levels can stimulate IR activity(Goldstein et al., 2005). Insulin resistance, where signaling is 
compromised downstream of the IR, in diabetic patients prevents wound healing.  
Wound healing has been extensively studies in Drosophila, where the first noticeable 
response to an injury is the dark brown scab composed of melanin. The formation of melanin 
generates ROS byproducts, which have an anti-microbial effect. At the wound site, both immune 
cells and the cuticular matrix can produce melanin(Binggeli et al., 2014; Nam et al., 
2012).Consistent with this data, we have observed that melanin is frequently found near mutant 
and wounded terminal cells, indicating that ROS can be generated at these sites. 
Given the connection between wound healing and ROS, I propose that generation of ROS 
by terminal cells as a possible mechanism of IR activation in stalks cells that leads to hypertrophy 
and branching. To test this hypothesis, we can observe endocycling and branching of stalk cells 
adjacent to injured DOUX mutant terminal cells, which are defective in the ROS production. We 
predict that prevention of ROS production in the terminal cell during injury should prevent stalk 
cell compensatory branching and endocycle entry.  
THE TERMINAL CELL APICAL ECM AS A SUBSTRATE FOR STALK CELL 
MIGRATION 
	  
The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays an important role in branching morphogenesis, cell 
growth, and cell migration(Bonnans et al., 2014). The Drosophila trachea, like other tissues, 
contains an apical ECM, that is important for limiting tube expansion(Luschnig et al., 2006). In 
the C. elegans excretory system, the apical ECM is required for connectivity between two 
different unicellular tubes(Mancuso et al., 2012). Our observations of stalk cell branching 
behavior adjacent to wounded terminal cells suggest that stalk cells require the un-injured 
terminal cell tube as a substrate. This is fueled by the observation that removal of the terminal cell 
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during injury, failed to result in stalk cell branching. In every case of stalk cell branching, 
invasion occurred along the injured terminal cell tube.  This is reminisceint of an observation 
describing the migration of tracheal progenitors along the basal surface of dorsal trunk cells in 
pre-pupal larvae. In this case, FGF/bnl expressed from dorsal trunk cells guided progenitor 
migration(Chen and Krasnow, 2014). 
During wounding healing in the mammalian epidermis, the ECM deposited by cells 
adjacent to the wound is modified by matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), resulting in a change in 
ECM stiffness.	  The rigidity of the ECM, in turn regulates the interaction of epithelial cell integrin-ECM 
contacts during re-epithelialization (Rohani and Parks, 2015). In the embryonic trachea, apical 
ECM modifying enzymes are secreted through the septate junctions and their absence leads to 
tube dilations that suggest a role in tube size control (Laprise et al., 2010; Luschnig et al., 2006; 
Wang et al., 2006).  We hypothesize that the apical ECM may control stalk cell compensatory 
branching in addition to these more established requirements for tube size. To test if the ECM is 
involved in stalk cell migration we can perturb the apical ECM in injured or defective terminal 
cells, either by inhibiting MMP activity or preventing ECM modification. Mutations in knickkopf	  
(Knk,), a chitin modifying protein, combined with injury in terminal cells can be used to test 
whether the apical ECM is required for stalk cell compensatory branching (chapter 4, table 1). If 
this component of the apical ECM is necessary for stalk cells to crawl on during compensatory 
branching, we predict that injury to knk terminal cells would prevent long stalk cell branch 
extensions. 
CONCLUSION 
	  
I show that disrupted terminal cell growth results in stalk cell compensatory cellular 
hypertrophy. This type of interaction between two different epithelial tubes has no precedent in 
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the literature, although examples of this type of interaction exist in other epithelia. There are still 
several unanswered question:  
1) How does the terminal cell communicate its size and branch number to the stalk cell? 
2) What is the mechanism of stalk cell branching? Are there components of both 
hypertrophy and engulfment?  
3) Is compensatory branching in stalk cells required to maintain the integrity of the 
tracheal epithelium? 
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APPENDIX 1: ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS IN SUPPORT OF 
CHAPTER 2 
 
This is an additional section with findings not included in the original published work featured in 
Chapter 2: Compensatory stalk cell branching in the Drosophila Trachea 
RESULTS:  
Apical polarity proteins are mis-localized in okg and cnj terminal cells. 
	  
We show in Chapter 2 that vATPase activity is required for the trafficking of apical polarity 
proteins to the apical domain. Here we provide additional data to support this assertion using two 
apically localized proteins: Stranded at second (Sas) and Cadherin 99c (cad99c) that both confer 
apical character in epithelial tubes (Chung & Andrew, 2014). We find that both Sas and Cad 99c 
localize to the WT terminal cell tube, but accumulate in intracellular puncta in okg depleted 
terminal cells (Fig. 1.1 A-D”). Once again, we show that vATPase is required for the transport of 
proteins to the apical membrane.  
 
Figure 1.1: Proteins that confer apical identity accumulate in okg depleted terminal cells. 
Cad99cdeltacyt::GFP (green) and Sas::Venus (green) are driven by SRF>GAL4 and the tube 
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(UV, blue) is shown in filleted 3rd instar larvae. (A-B”) Discreet Cad99c puncta are visible along 
WT terminal cell tubes (A’,A” boxed in A), but accumulate within the okg depleted terminal cells 
(B’,B”, boxed in B). (C-D”) Sas:Venus lines WT terminal cell tubes (C’,C”, boxed in C) but is 
localized to intracellular puncta in okg depleted terminal cells (D’,D” boxed in D). Scale bar 
10µm 
Tor functions with the vATPase to localized apical proteins.  
	  
Tracheal cuticle lines the insides of most tracheal tubes. TweedleD a secreted cuticle protein 
(Guan, Middlebrooks, Alexander, & Wasserman, 2006), localized to the apical membrane of 
control terminal cells (Figure 2A, A’).  We found that expression of a dominant negative Tor 
(Tor.TED) and depletion of okg in terminal cells led to accumulation of TwdlD in intracellular 
puncta.  
 
 
Figure 1.2 : The apical protein Twdl D is mislocalized in Tor DN and okg depleted terminal 
cells.  
Terminal cell (SRF>GFP, green), TwdlD (magenta), and the tube (UV, blue) in mosaic 3rd instar 
larval filets.  (A) TwdlD is expressed along the apical membrane of WT terminal cells (A’ boxed 
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in A). Expression of either dominant negative Tor (B) or depletion of okg (C) in terminal cells 
results in mislocalization of TwdlD to intracellular puncta (B’ and C’).  Scale bar 10µm 
Expression or depletion of crb in cnj terminal cells increases compensatory branching 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix Figure 1.3: Crb over-expression or depletion enhances stalk cell branching 
adjacent to cnj terminal cells. Quantified junction phenotypes of cnj terminal cells expressing 
UAS-crb FL , and UAS-crb RNAi were compared to cnj TC expressing UAS-GFP. Expression of 
expressing UAS-crb FL , and UAS-crb RNAi led to an increase in class 1, but not class defects 
compare to cnj terminal cells. Statistical significance was determined using Fischer Exact 
probability test.  
We showed that depletion of apical polarity proteins impels stalk cell compensatory branching 
and vATPase mutants disrupt apical polarity localization. Although, junction defects associated 
with crb mutant terminal cells are exceedingly rare (1 in 50 cells). We reasoned that depletion of 
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crb in cnj terminal cells might increase the frequency of compensatory stalk cell branching. In 
addition, we asked if expression of full-length crb in cnj terminal cells would suppress adjacent 
stalk cell compensatory branching. We observed that depleting crb in cnj terminal cells resulted 
in an increased frequency of class 1 defects, however the frequency of class 2 defects was not 
statistically different. Surprisingly, we observed that increasing crb levels, either by over-
expressing full length crb in cnj terminal cells resulted in statistically significant increase in 
class1, but not class 2 defects. Additionally, we observed that over-expressed Crb is mis-localized 
in intracellular puncta of cnj terminal cells (data not shown). Our data suggests that both over-
expression and depletion of crb in cnj terminal cells enhances class 1 defects. A possible 
explanation is that over-expressed crb can signal from the compartment that it accumulates in 
results in a dominant negative effect. 	  
Apoptotic terminal cells prompt stalk cell compensatory branching 
	  
We sought to determine whether inducing apoptosis in terminal cells phenocopies defects 
associated with branch injury. Expression of pro-apoptotic factors are commonly used in tissue 
regeneration studies (Lee & Miura, 2014).  We expressed the pro-apoptotic gene Grim in terminal 
cells, which resulted in stalk cell branching (Figure 1.3A-A”).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Induction of apoptosis results in compensatory stalk cell branching. 
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The terminal cell (SRF>GFP, green), the adherens junction (arm, red) and the tube (UV, blue) in 
filleted 3rd instar larvae. (A) Expression of UAS-GRIM in terminal cells results in extension of 
auto-cellular tubes (A’,A”). Scale bar 10µm 
Expression of bskdn in cnj terminal cells enhances compensatory branching 
We previously demonstrate that compensating stalk cells express the downstream Jun Kinase 
negative feed back inhibitor puckered, puc adjacent to either injured or mutant terminal cells. To 
test if JNK signaling is required in the stalk cell for compensatory branching, we expressed 
dominant negative Jun Kinase (basket in Drosophila, bskdn) in stalk cells and cnj terminal cells. 
Expression of bskdn in wild type terminal cells resulted in class 1 defects making the outcome of 
expressing bskdn in stalk cells and cnj terminal cells difficult to interpret. This indicates a need for 
stalk cell specific reduction in JNK signaling adjacent to a vATPase deficient terminal cell.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Dominant negative JNK fails to suppress cnj terminal cell defects. 
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Expression of dominant negative JNK in cnj terminal cells fails to deter compensatory stalk cell 
branching. Quantification of junction phenotypes in cnj, UAS-bskdn;cnj, and UAS-bskdn alone. 
Expression of UAS-bskdn promotes stalk cell branching. Statistical significance was determined 
using the Fischer exact probability test.  
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APPENDIX 2:THE ROLE OF DELTA AND NOTCH IN TIP CELL SELECTION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
	  
 Branching morphogenesis is a term used to describe the behavior of developing	  branched 
tubular networks such as the lungs, kidney and vascular system that play an important role in 
nutrient and oxygen transport(Strilić, Kučera, & Lammert, 2010). Sprouting angiogenesis is one 
example of branching morphogenesis, the process by which new blood vessels form from existing 
vasculature. The cells at the ends of these nascent sprouts, called tip cells, dynamically extend 
filopodia to monitor directional cues from the environment(De Smet, Segura, De Bock, 
Hohensinner, & Carmeliet, 2009; Weavers & Skaer, 2014). Tip cells are at the leading edges of 
branches while stalk cells proliferate and connect tip cells to the main vascular supply. In the 
mammalian vascular system, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and the Notch signaling 
pathways play major roles in angiogenic sprouting.(Gerhardt et al., 2003; Jakobsson et al., 2010) 
However, the downstream effectors that mediate tip versus stalk cell selection during sprouting 
remain unknown.  
Here we investigate the molecular mechanisms of tip cell selection using the Drosophila 
tracheal (respiratory) system, a simple post-mitotic epithelium that relies on changes in cell shape 
and position. Tracheal sprouting, like angiogenic sprouting involves tip and stalk cells and as in 
the mammalian vasculature, the mechanism of tip cell selection is driven by competition for a 
growth factor (fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and Notch) (Gerhardt et al., 2003; Ghabrial & 
Krasnow, 2006; Hellström et al., 2007).These similarities make the Drosophila trachea a powerful 
in vivo model for studying the cellular and genetic mechanisms behind branching morphogenesis. 
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Development of the Drosophila Tracheal System 
The Drosophila tracheal system forms in the early embryo from ten pairs of bi-lateral sacs 
containing roughly eighty tracheal cells each. Tracheal development occurs in three stages: 
primary, secondary and terminal branching. Primary branching is characterized by tracheal 
sprouting initiated in response to nearby FGF secreted by epidermal and mesodermal tissues 
(Samakovlis et al., 1996; Sutherland, Samakovlis, & Krasnow, 1996). During primary branching 
two cells at the tips of dorsal branches are selected based on a competition to acquire the lead 
position. Rather than operating through a simple threshold mechanism, cells with more FGFR 
activity than their neighbors become tip cells, even though all cells in the epithelium appear to be 
receiving sufficient FGF ligand to permit tip cell behavior. A combination of positive feedback 
and lateral inhibition through the Notch pathway allow the cells to segregate into leading tip cells 
and trailing stalk cells (Ghabrial & Krasnow, 2006). Stalk cells intercalate as they are pulled 
along by the dynamic extensions of tip cell filopodia that promote migration as a result of FGFR 
activation (Caussinus, Colombelli, & Affolter, 2008). During competition, FGF induces 
transcription of delta (Ikeya & Hayashi, 1999) in tip cells that activates Notch in adjacent cells to 
prevent them from acquiring tip cell identity. Loss of Notch in the trachea results in multiple cells 
at the tip, while expression of activated Notch suppresses branch migration (Ghabrial & Krasnow, 
2006). 
The FGFR and Notch signaling pathways also act during tip cell differentiation. First 
FGFR and Notch are involved in tip cells selection and second, FGFR and Notch assign each tip 
cell a fusion or terminal cell fate. A ligand from one tip cell activates Notch in the neighbor tip 
cell preventing it from acquiring fusion cell identity, resulting in terminal cell identity instead 
(Ikeya & Hayashi, 1999; Llimargas, 1999; Steneberg, Hemphälä, & Samakovlis, 1999). FGFR is 
used a third time by terminal cells during branching as they mediate gas exchange with outlying 
tissues (Ghabrial, Luschnig, Metzstein, & Krasnow, 2003; Samakovlis et al., 1996). There are 
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two Notch ligands expressed in the trachea, Delta and Serrate. However, analysis of tracheal 
mutants reveals that only Delta is required for normal tracheal development(Ikeya & Hayashi, 
1999).  
We begin to address the process of tip cell selection by attempting to answer three 
fundamental questions: 1) What ligand does Notch bind during tip cell selection? Delta, Serrate 
or both?  2) Can tip cell fate be separated from tip cell identity? And 3) What is the functional 
significance of having two tip cells?   
To address the first question, we show that Delta is expressed in fusion cells and tracheal 
cells with two copies of Delta in an otherwise Delta heterozygous animal confer a bias towards 
tip cell positions.  Overall these data imply that Delta contributes to tip cell selection.  
To address the second question we attempted to separate tip cell selection from tip cell 
differentiation. To do this we inhibited tip cell differentiation by over-expressing AOP (Caviglia 
& Luschnig, 2013) in a Notch mutant background where multiple tip cells are selected. We found 
that in this situation, branches failed to grow out, suggesting that tip cell differentiation is a 
potential driver of tip cell selection. To address the third question, we took a forward genetic 
approach to identify mutants with abnormal numbers of tip cells. Two mutants, oak gall (okg) and 
conjoined (cnj) that encode two vATPase subunits conferred a competitive advantage during tip 
cell selection. Surprisingly, inspection of cnj embryos revealed that many branches failed to grow 
out and only one tip cell was present in many dorsal branches. The one tip cell was invariably a 
fusion cell, suggesting that Cnj maintains two cells at the tips of dorsal branches. Finally, the 
defective branch outgrowth in cnj embryos correlated with that branch having a single tip cell and 
implies that perhaps having two tip cells is more efficient for branch elongation.  
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RESULTS: 
	  
Notch and Delta during tracheal cell specification  
	  
To determine whether Delta was the Notch ligand during tip cell selection, we assessed the 
localization of Delta in embryonic tracheal cells. A Delta GFP protein trap revealed that Delta 
was expressed in positions that are occupied by fusion cells, which confirms previous 
observations (Fig. 1A-A”). The localization of Delta in one of the two tip cells in a dorsal branch 
is consistent with Delta activating Notch in an adjacent tip cell to prevent it from acquiring fusion 
cell fate. Interestingly, we noticed that delta is also expressed in cells at the tips of ganglionic 
branches (Fig. 1A’,A” arrow), where it was thought that tip cell selection occurred independent of 
Notch inhibition (Araújo & Casanova, 2011).  
 To determine whether Delta acts cell-autonomously to regulate tip cell selection, we 
generated Delta WT clones in an otherwise Delta heterozygous animal. If Delta in the tip cell 
binds to Notch in a stalk cell to prevent it from becoming a tip cell, then a cell with two copies of 
Delta would enable it to activate Notch more efficiently than cells that only have one copy of 
Delta. Essentially, having two copies of Delta in an otherwise Delta heterozygous animal would 
be predicted to confer an advantage during tip cell selection. Consistent with this hypothesis, we 
observed that two copies of Delta confer a tip cell bias (Fig.2.2). These data indicate that Delta 
signals through Notch during tip cell selection.  
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Figure 2.1: Delta is expressed in fusion cells and ganglionic branches of the embryonic 
trachea. Stage 13 embryos are shown. Tracheal nuclei (Trh, red) and Delta (green). A schematic 
shows location of delta positive nuclei (A). Delta is expressed in dorsal trunk, dorsal branch, and 
ganglionic branches (A’, A” arrows). Scale bar 10µm.  
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Figure 2.2: Two copies of Delta confer an advantage during tip cell selection. Quantification 
of tip cell bias of mutant cells in an animal with heterozygous cells. For our analysis we compare 
WT clones in WT animals (black bars n=246), Delta +/+ clones in Delta heterozygous animals 
(grey bars, n=153) and Notch -/- clones in Notch +/- animals (White bars n=94, Notch data is 
from A. Ghabrial for comparison).  Statistical significance was determined using Fischer exact 
probability test.  
Prevention of terminal and Fusion cell fates blocks cell tip cell selection 
	  
We sought to determine whether tip cell selection is linked to tip cell fate. The ETS 
transcriptional repressor AOP prevents terminal and fusion cell fate selection in the trachea, while 
AOP depletion results in excess fusion and terminal cells (Caviglia & Luschnig, 2013). We have 
previously shown that temperature sensitive Notch (Nts) in the trachea results in an excess of cells 
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at dorsal branch tips. These cells become specified as fusion cells and randomly generated Notch 
mutant clones end up in fusion cell positions during larval stages (Ghabrial & Krasnow, 2006). 
To separate tip cell selection from tip cell fate, we can induce the selection of multiple tip cells, 
by using Nts, while inhibiting their differentiation into fusion cell fate. If tip cell fate is linked to 
tip cell selection, then we predict that preventing fusion cell fate would prevent tip cell selection 
and branches would be unable to migrate.  To test this we observed dorsal branches in Nts, AOP 
expressing embryos. We found that over expression of widtype AOP resulted in stunted branches 
(Fig. 2.3 B,B’). Nts embryos occasionally had multiple tip cells (Fig. 2.3 C,C’), but Nts, AOP 
expressing embryos failed to branch (Fig. 2.3 D,D’). These results imply that branch outgrowth 
depends on limiting AOP expression.  
Tip cells are characterized by their extensive filopodia, which sense FGF and guide migration. To 
determine the state of filopodia we expressed Wkd:mkate in Nts, AOP embryos. AOP expressing 
tracheal cells had reduced filopodia at budding tips compared to controls (Fig. 3 A’, B’). In 
contrast, Nts tracheal cells had increased amounts of filopodia activity from multiple cells at the 
tip (Fig. 3 C’). AOP expression in Nts mutants abolished tracheal branch migration, but not 
filopodia extension (Fig. 3 D’).  One interpretation of these data is that tip cell fate specification 
is coupled to branch migration. Alternatively, the selection of stalk cells is required for branch 
outgrowth, since this is blocked by AOP over expression.  
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Figure 2.3: AOP expression in Nts embryos suppresses tracheal migration, but not filopodia 
extension. (A-D’) Stage 13 embryos are shown. Btl>Wkd:mkate (green) and Tracheal cells (Trh, 
red) are shown. (A-A’) WT tracheal cell extend filopodia. (B-B’) Pan tracheal expression of AOP 
stunts tracheal migration and reduces filopodia extension. (C-C’) Nts tracheal cells have extensive 
filopodia extensions. Region is boxed in (C) shows multiple cells at the tip. (D-D’) UAS-AOP 
expression in Nts embryos suppresses branch out growth, but not filopodia extension (D’). Scale 
bar 10µm.  
okg and cnj confer a tip cell bias to mutant tracheal cells.  
 
Next, we sought to determine whether the number of tip cells has functional consequences for the 
branch. In dorsal branches, two tips are predominantly present, while the ganglionic branches 
only have one cell at its tip. Taking a forward genetic approach, we analyzed two mutants okg 
and cnj that encode two subunits of the vacuolar ATPase (vATPase). Randomly generated okg 
and cnj tracheal cells in otherwise heterozygous larvae conferred a tip cell bias compared to wild 
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type tracheal cells. Wild type tracheal cells in an otherwise wild type animal were in terminal and 
fusion (tip cell positions) positions 40% of the time and stalk cell positions 60% (n=246) of the 
time (Fig. 4). However, okg and cnj tracheal cells occupied tip cell positions 55% and 58% and of 
the time and were in stalk cell positions 45%(n=254) and 42% (n=234) of the time, respectively 
(Fig. 4). Additionally, okg and cnj tracheal cells were distributed equally among fusion and 
terminal cell positions. This indicated that okg and cnj conferred an advantage to tracheal cells 
during tip cell selection.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: okg and cnj confer an advantage during tip cell selection. Quantification of the 
distribution of WT, okg and cnj homozygous tracheal cells in an otherwise heterozygous 
animal.  Tip indicates the percentage of cells that occupied tip cell position. Stalk indicates that 
percentage of cells that occupied stalk cell positions. Statistical significance was determined 
using Fischer exact probability test.  
 okg and cnj embryos have reduced terminal cell identity 
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Notch mutant embryos contain multiple fusion cells at the tips of dorsal branches, and btl/FGFR 
mutant trachea fail to branch at all(Ghabrial & Krasnow, 2006; Klämbt, Glazer, & Shilo, 1992). 
Given that okg and cnj show a bias toward tip cell fates, we sought to determine whether cnj 
embryos display abnormal numbers of tip cells during primary branching. Strikingly, we found 
that instead of the customary two tip cells in WT dorsal branches, cnj/Df embryos only had one 
tip cell. Furthermore, we observed defective dorsal and ganglionic branch outgrowth. We 
classified the branching defects into three categories: Missing branches, shortened branches and 
intermediate branches. Missing branches failed to elongate, shortened branches were those that 
elongated less than half way, and intermediate branches were elongated with some stalk cells still 
in a side by side configuration indicating that they failed to intercalate. In control embryo 
between stages 12-15, we observed that 50% (n=12) of branches had intermediate branches, most 
likely due to the developmental stage at which they were analyzed. In cnj/Df embryos, 24% of 
dorsal branches were missing, 39% were shortened, and 36% (n=49) had intermediate branches. 
We noticed that normal or intermediate branches in cnj/Df embryos fused normally, but lacked 
terminal cells.  
To confirm that cnj/Df embryos affected terminal cell identity, we stained with the 
terminal cell marker dSRF. We observed that compared to control embryos where there are 1.06 
SRF positive cells per branch (n=32 branches), cnj/Df embryos had 0.44 SRF positive cells per 
branch (n=70 branches). Next, we wondered whether the number of fusion cells was affected in 
cnj/Df embryos. Staining with the fusion cell marker Dysfusion (Dys) revealed that the number of 
fusion cells in cnj/Df embryos and control embryos were equivalent. Therefore, the single tip cell 
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in cnj/Df dorsal branches was a fusion cell rather than a terminal cell.  
 
Figure 2.5: cnj regulates tip cell number and terminal cell identity in the embryonic 
trachea. (A-F) Trh (tracheal cell nuclei, red), dSRF (terminal cells, yellow) and Dysfusion 
(fusion cells, cyan) are shown. Stage 14 dorsal branches WT (A) and (B) cnj over a deficiency 
that uncovers cnj (cnj/Df) are shown. dSRF marks one of the two tip cells in WT dorsal branches 
(A, A’). cnj/Df dorsal branches have only a single tip cell with missing or reduced dSRF (B,B’). 
(C-D) The lateral and ganglionic branches (GB) are shown. (C) WT lateral and GB terminal cells 
express dSRF, while some cnj/Df GBs fail to elongate and do not express dSRF (D). Successfully 
elongated GB express dSRF at branch tips (D).  (E-F) Stage 14 dorsal branches are shown. (E) 
One of the two tip cells in WT dorsal branches is labeled with the fusion marker, Dysfusion. (F) 
The single tip cell in cnj/Df dorsal branches expressed dysfusion, indicating fusion cell fate. Scale 
bar 10µm.  
DISCUSSION 
Overall our data begins to answer some fundamental questions regarding the tip cell selection in 
tracheal branches. We found that the cells at the tips of ganglionic branches expressed Delta. 
Interestingly, Araujo and colleagues have proposed that a separate Notch independent mechanism 
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selects ganglionic branch tip cells. They come to this conclusion based upon the inability of 
Notch activation to suppress extra tip cell formation in the ganglionic branches(Araújo & 
Casanova, 2011). Their argument relies on the expression of an activated Notch transgene that 
does not result in a uniform phenotype in our hands. An alternate way to test if Notch is required 
for ganglionic tip cell selection would be to generate Notch mutant clones and determine if they 
end up at the tips of ganglionic branches. This could provide evidence for tip cell lateral 
inhibition in the ganglionic branches.  
Another goal was to determine whether tip cell identity is required for tip cell selection. 
We have used genetics to try to separate out tip cell differentiation from tip cell selection. In Nts 
embryos multiple cells are selected to become tip cells(Ghabrial & Krasnow, 2006). As the 
embryo develops, these tip cells remain at the tip and predominantly express fusion cell 
markers(Ikeya & Hayashi, 1999). We show that suppression of terminal and fusion identities in 
AOP expressing Nts embryos leads to defective branch migration suggesting that tip cell identity 
is coupled to tip cell selection. Since the outcome of this experiment relies on most branching 
having multiple tip cells, we find that in many cases Nts embryos do not show a consistent 
multiple tip cell phenotype. In our hands, Nts induced the multiple tip cell defect in a few 
branches, yet all branching is quelled in Nts , AOP embryos. Hence it is difficult to determine 
whether levels of Notch are truly reduced in Nts so that the phenotype in Nts , AOP embryos results 
from equal levels of reduced Notch and AOP expression.   
Tip cells are defined by their leading positions within a branch and filopodia projection. 
We find that although the dorsal branches failed to grow out in Nts  AOP embryos, budding 
tracheal cells still projected filopodia. In addition, filopodia formation in Nts  AOP embryos was 
greater than AOP over expression alone. These results suggest that based on the filopodia 
protrusions in Nts  AOP tracheal cells, tip cells are still selected, but are prevented from 
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undergoing branch migration. This would be analogous to a mutation in the ribbon gene that 
encodes a nuclear protein required for branch migration. ribbon mutant tracheal cells extend 
abundant filopodia and can respond to FGF but fail to coordinate branch migration(Shim, Blake, 
Jack, & Krasnow, 2001). Thus, it would be interesting to determine whether Nts  AOP tracheal 
cells can also respond to FGF.  Alternatively the enhanced filopodia in Nts  AOP tracheal cells 
could be due to an indirect effect. For example, decreased levels of Notch in Nts  AOP embryos 
may increase FGF output from surrounding tissues that results in enhanced filopodia, as enhanced 
FGF expression was previously observed in Notch embryos (Ikeya & Hayashi, 1999). 
To determine other effectors of tip cell selection, we find that two mutant that affect 
vATPase activity confer a tip cell bias during tip cell selection. The vATPase has a known role in 
activation of Notch. Loss of vATPase function leads to a Notch loss of function 
phenotype(Vaccari, Duchi, Cortese, Tacchetti, & Bilder, 2010; Yan, Denef, & Schupbach, 2009). 
We find that consistent with the role of the vATPase in intracellular activation, okg and cnj confer 
a tip cell bias to tracheal cells. This indicates that loss of vATPase activity confers an advantage 
to tracheal cells during competition. We propose that this advantage comes from a partial loss of 
Notch function. Interestingly, unlike Notch mutant tracheal cells, which strongly bias towards 
fusion cell fates, okg and cnj tracheal cells, were evenly distributed between terminal and fusion 
cell fates. In addition, we find that vATPase activity is required for selecting two tip cells. It 
remains unclear why only one tip cell is present, but it could be due either a direct effect of the 
vATPase on terminal cell fate or an indirect effect on FGF expression.  
We speculate that having two tip cells is more efficient during branch migration. Since, 
two tip cells extend filopodia and lead branch migration in dorsal branches, we hypothesize that 
having only one tip cell would be unable to provide the same amount of force during branch 
migration as two tip cells. Consistent with this hypothesis, we find that cnj/Df dorsal branches 
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have defects in outgrowth and migration. We have so far been unable to determine the abundance 
of filopodia extensions produced by cnj/Df tracheal cells compared to controls, but we predict 
that less filopodia are generated at the ends of branches with single tip cells. Thus, we propose 
that the function of two tip cells in the dorsal branches is to enable efficient branch elongation 
powered by double the amount of filopodia.   
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Immunostaining:  
Embryos were collected overnight at 25 degrees C and fixed using standard conditions. After re-
hypdration, embryos were incubated in 4% horse serum in 1X PBS with 0.3% Tween-20 and 
0.3% Triton X 100. Both the Rt anti-Trh and the Rb anti-dysfusion antibodies are only good after 
one staining.  
The following antibodies were used: ck anti-GFP (1:1,000 Invitrogen A10262), pre-absorbed Rt 
anti-Trachealess (Trh 1:500), pre-absorbed Rb anti-dysfusion (1:500, (Jiang & Crews, 2003)), ms 
anti-dSRF (1:200, DSHB), Rb anti-Veriform (1:200, gift of S. Luchnig), ms anti-armadillo 
(1:200, DSHB).   
Fly stains: 
Df(3R) BSC 808, Df(3R) Exel6144 , Nts1 (Bloomington Stock Center, Indiana),  P{PTT-
GB}DlCB02040 (FlyTrap.org). btl>GFP, UAS-Wkd::Mkate (Schottenfeld-Roames & Ghabrial, 
2012).  
Nts experiments: 
btl>GFP, UAS-Wkd::Mkate, btl>GFP, UAS-Wkd::Mkate  females crossed to UAS-AOP males, 
, Notchts;  btl>GFP, UAS-Wkd::Mkate, and Nts, btl>GFP, UAS-Wkd::Mkate  females crossed to 
homozygous UAS-AOP males were put into cages for 3 hours at 18 degrees C. Flies were 
transferred to cages with clean apple juice plates with a small amount of yeast paste. Flies were 
allowed to lay eggs for 3hours at 18 degrees C. Apple juice plates were incubated at 18 degrees C 
for 10 hours afterwards the plates are heat shocked in a 30.5 degree C water bath for 6 hours. 
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Embryos from the heat shocked plates are immediately collected, fixed and immunostained as 
described above.  
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